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Prologue 

The following thesis looks at the journey towards developing trust, communication and 

collaboration amongst a group of students and staff at a Special School for children 

with complex needs in England during the academic year of 2015 to 2016. The idea for 

this study came about whilst preparing the implementation of Lego© as a teaching tool, 

developing the program with a group of students. A book on Lego©-Based Therapy gave 

an idea for a favoured approach.  

This thesis has been written following the advice of Dóra S. Bjarnason and Srikala 

Naraian. I thank them for their continued advice, support and encouragement during 

this process.  

Special thanks to my family and friends for their support, especially my sister for 

ensuring the text makes sense to laypersons.  

The Head Teacher, Senior Leadership Team and Colleagues have my thanks for 

providing me with access and data. My Learning and Pastoral Support Assistant 

provided me with participation and support, keeping my feet on the ground and 

reflecting on the whole situation with great insight and “street smarts” that continually 

elude me. 

The lively group of pupils that participated have my thanks for allowing me to share 

their journey for this time, radically changing the way I view the world of teaching as a 

result. Their parents and carers also deserve my gratitude.  

Þetta lokaverkefni er samið af mér undirritaðri. Ég hef kynnt mér Vísindasiðareglur 

Háskóla Íslands. Ég hef gætt viðmiða um siðferði í rannsóknum og fyllstu ráðvendni í 

öflun og miðlun upplýsinga, og túlkun niðurstaðna. Ég vísa til alls efnis sem ég hef sótt 

til annarra eða fyrri eigin verka, hvort sem um er að ræða ábendingar, myndir, efni eða 

orðalag. Ég þakka öllum sem lagt hafa mér lið með einum eða öðrum hætti en ber sjálf 

ábyrgð á því sem missagt kann að vera. Þetta staðfesti ég með undirskrift minni.  

 

Reykjavík, 26. september 2017 

 

Laufey Eyþórsdóttir 
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Ágrip 

Rannsóknin var unnin við sérskóla í Englandi skólaárið 2015-2016. Markmiðið var að 

skoða það ferli sem hópur nemenda með flóknar þarfir og starfsfólk gengu í gegnum á 

meðan Lego© inngrip Dr. LeGoff og félaga (LeGoff, de la Cuesta, Krauss, & Baron-Cohen, 

2014) var í kerfisbundinni notkun samhliða annarri Lego© vinnu. Unnið var út frá 

rannsóknum á notkun á Lego© sem hafa sýnt fram á aukna samskipta- og félagsfærni 

meðal barna á einhverfurófi (LeGoff et al, 2014). Fylgst var með samskipta- og 

samvinnuþróun hópsins, ásamt faglegri ígrundun tveggja starfsmanna. Rannsóknin var 

starfendarannsókn og notast var við blandað rannsóknarsnið með eigindlegri 

megináherslu. Eigindlegum gögnum var safnað með viðtölum, skráningum í 

rannsóknardagbók út frá vinnu á vettvangi og ljósmyndum. Eigindlegu gögnin voru 

greind með þemagreiningu og narratívu. Myndrit voru unnin upp úr megindlegum 

gögnum út frá skráningum á félagshæfnieinkunnum, hegðunarpunktum og 

mætingarskráningum, sem voru túlkuð og sett í samhengi við eigindlegu gögnin. 

Félagslegar mótunarkenningar (Dóra S. Bjarnason, 2003) voru notaðar við túlkun gagna 

ásamt kenningum um félagslegan auð (Coleman, 1988). Niðurstöður sýndu fram á 

rólegri hegðun hjá hópnum á inngripstímabilinu og næstum tvöföld framför varð í 

félagsfærni hans. Mikilvægustu framfarirnar voru aukin trú á eigin getu og meiri 

sjálfsstjórn, betri almenn líðan og uppbyggilegri samskipti. Viðhorf hópsins til sjálfs sín 

breyttist úr lærðu hjálparleysi í aukna trú á eigin getu og framtíð þar sem traust 

reyndist vera lykilatriði. Niðurstöður inngripsins eru í takt við niðurstöður Dr. LeGoff og 

félaga um bætta samskipta- og samvinnuhæfni. Þetta gefur til kynna að breiðari hluti 

nemenda gæti grætt á því að Lego© sé notað sem nálgun til kennslu til að ýta undir 

aukna samvinnu og samskipti innan venjulegs námsumhverfis . Vinnan með hópinn 

krafðist sveigjanlegra kennsluhátta. Setja má spurningamerki við hvort þessi aðferð sé í 

raun frekar kennsluaðferð, sem nota má í almennri kennslu, en sérúrræði. Frekari 

rannsóknir innan almennra skóla, þar sem Lego© er nýtt markvisst sem hluti af 

bekkjarstarfi til að veita nemendum á jaðarnum leið inn í hópinn, gætu varpað frekara 

ljósi á félagslegt réttlæti og jaðarsetningu innan skólakerfisins. Það virtist ekki vera unga 

fólkið sem þurfti að laga, heldur hvernig námstækifæri kerfið veitir þeim aðgang að.  
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Abstract 

A journey towards trust - Building collaboration and communication skills amongst 

students with complex needs 

This research was conducted at a Special School in England during 2015-2016. It 

focuses on experiences of a group of pupils  with complex needs and staff members 

during the implementation of Lego©-Based Therapy (LeGoff, de la Cuesta, Krauss, & 

Baron-Cohen, 2014) alongside other Lego© projects. Previous research argues that 

Lego© promotes communication and collaboration skills amongst children on the 

Autistic Spectrum (LeGoff et al, 2014). The development of communication and 

collaboration among the pupils was observed, alongside professional reflections of two 

staff members. Mixed methods action research methodology was employed; 

qualitative data was collected using interviews, research journal entries from field 

observations and photographs. The qualitative data was analysed using thematic 

analysis and narrative analysis. Quantitative data obtained from SOUL measures, 

behaviour points and attendance records was presented as graphs, which were 

interpreted in conjunction with the qualitative data. These were interpreted in the 

frameworks of Social Constructionism (Dóra S. Bjarnason, 2003) and Social Capital 

(Coleman, 1988). The data revealed that the group behaviour improved during the 

implementation and nearly doubled the expected progress within social skills. The most 

important progress was made in the areas of self-efficacy and self-control, improved 

emotional state and more constructive communication. The group´s self-perception 

developed from learned helplessness towards increased self-efficacy and more positive 

future aspirations, where trust proved to be a key ingredient. The findings are 

consistent with those of Dr LeGoff et al regarding improved communication and 

collaboration skills. I infer then that Lego© can be a part of an effective approach to 

teaching that promotes communication and collaboration, not just for this group but 

for a broader group of pupils when incorporated into their educational environment. 

Working with this type of group demanded a flexible approach. Pedagogical 

implications include the question whether this approach is more a teaching method or 

a Special Needs intervention. Further study within mainstream schools, where Lego© is 

utilised explicitly as part of the teaching style, could shed further light on social justice 

and marginalisation within the system of education. Here, it did not seem it was our 

young people that needed fixing. What needs fixing it the educational system´s view of 

what opportunities for education the system grants them access to. 
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1 Introduction 

“Why do you want to become a teacher? You can make much more money elsewhere.” 

This was my husband´s reaction sixteen years ago. “I will spend most of my life  

working. It matters that what I do makes a difference.” Those words set my life path 

firmly outside my comfort zone. Thirteen years spent teaching six to sixteen-year-old 

Icelandic pupils provided broad subject knowledge, some of the most valuable through 

supporting pupils that have complex needs. Looking for ways of empowering pupils, I 

lean strongly towards a nurturing approach that builds up the pupil´s self-image and 

self-confidence. When moving to England for a few years, I found my teaching 

experience at Special Schools to be especially enlightening. It rocked my perception of 

what it means to be a teacher and set me on the path to finding ways to help those 

pupils succeed. I found social skills learned from scripted lessons could be anchored 

during reward time when my pupils and their peers played with Lego©. My pupils found 

it fun and interesting, relaxing around their peers, forming friendships. The work 

conducted for this thesis has, however, considerably changed my outlook on what it 

means to teach. Education needs to promote social justice and inclusion whilst fighting 

marginalisation.  

Embarking on a journey towards developing trust, communication and 

collaboration amongst a group of students and staff at a Special School for children 

with complex needs, the outcome was in no way certain. Faced with an opportunity of 

developing a program implementing Lego© as a teaching tool for teenagers, some 

which I had not even met yet. Lego©-Based Therapy was a favoured approach. 

During this process, the interactions in my group were explored, as well as how 

their communication and collaboration changed during the academic year, focusing 

mainly on the 2016 spring term (January to April), when the work with Lego© was 

implemented. I wondered how pupils with complex needs interact with each other and 

staff in the context of systematic use of Lego© within the classroom. How are perceived 

attitudes of staff and parents/carers evident in the way pupils talk and act about their 

self and their education? What impact does working with a nurture group have on me 

as a teacher and Adam, my Learning and Pastoral Support Assistant? 

Using teacher research, a type of action research, I combined my teaching work 

with the research to gain a better understanding of my own methods of working and 

the working environment, to develop and improve my professional approach and 
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environment. This study used a mixed research method, a qualitative research 

approach that combined both quantitative and qualitative methods. It was primarily 

qualitative, using quantitative data for interpreting the qualitative findings. The largest 

amount of qualitative data came from the field observations and reflections, recorded 

in a research journal, with additional information obtained via interviews with staff  and 

informal chats with pupils, staff, parents and carers as well as photos from the sessions. 

This was then supplemented using quantitative data from behaviour points, attendance 

records and SOUL measures (social skills) levels. To keep a flexible approach 

throughout the research process, grounded theory methods were used to collect data, 

using thematic analysis as I went along. Narrative approach kept the temporal aspect, 

expressing the joint episodic story of the group´s journey being created during the time 

of this project.  

The pupils showed up fed up with the world of education, unwilling to risk making 

mistakes or show any weakness. It took time to stabilise the group and build up a 

relationship with them. Aggressive episodes at school often seemed triggered by 

events outside of school. Difficulty following instructions and refusing to share 

provided significant obstacles. There was a significant amount of defiance, arguments 

and aggressive episodes. By modelling communication and body language, allowing 

pupils to practice building skills individually and reducing possibility of being wrong, the 

pupils became more willing to build collaboratively. They made progress in 

communicating and collaborating during Lego© sessions, which carried over to other 

areas of learning as evidenced by their social skills increasing by double the expected 

amount during the observation period. Their greatest obstacle was based within their 

literacy skills, reading and writing, which is not surprising given that many of them have 

confirmed reading difficulties. The Lego© build seemed to make it easier for pupils to 

relate to study text such as stories and poems, with complexity of sentences, 

interpretation and use of abstract vocabulary more fluent than when using written 

work during previous lessons. A buffering pattern emerged within the behaviour points 

during the observation period, showing a calmer time for the group. The most 

important area here is their attitude to themselves, their confidence in dealing with 

others and being able to control their own behaviour better. In all these areas, 

significant progress was made. 

The relationship of trust built between staff and pupils during this journey was the 

ultimate key to helping the young people trust in their own ability to succeed. 
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1.1. The provenance of the study 

During the autumn of 2015 whilst working at a Special School in England, I developed 

and implemented a pilot program that aimed to utilise Lego© alongside as a teaching 

tool, enhancing social skills in a natural setting. This was  based on Lego©-Based 

Therapy, which has primarily been used for building social competence for children on 

the autistic spectrum (LeGoff et al, 2014) and more recently for children with speech- 

and language difficulties (Ralph & Rochester, 2016). It has been run on a Lego© Club 

basis as a separate activity outside of school hours , but had not been embedded in 

classroom teaching. This study provided an opportunity to explore what impact using 

such a teaching tool had on the group and my teaching practices. Together with Adam, 

my Learning and Pastoral Support Assistant (LPSA), I integrated this approach, linked it 

to the class curriculum using educational Lego©, programmable Lego© robots and 

traditional Lego©. We then expanded the approach using other types of Lego©, 

adjusting it as we went along (see appendix A for pictures of the types of Lego© used). 

Our pupils struggled to communicate, collaborate and learn, but found Lego© and 

games interesting. The hope and objective was to reduce their anxiety in the classroom 

and get them to work as a group. These pupils felt disempowered and had therefore 

lost interest in taking an active role in their education. I wanted to explore how I could 

give some of that power back, opening avenues for them to collaborate and learn in an 

environment that played to their strengths. 

Adam had worked at this Special School for several years as a Learning and 

Pastoral Support Assistant (LPSA - Teaching Assistant that has Pastoral duties as well). 

He was used to a Secondary School approach, accompanying groups of students to 

different classrooms for their subject lessons, each taught by a subject specialist, acting 

as their keyworker and Teaching Assistant. Adam was a qualified Sports Coach, had a 

background as a professional athlete and had spent many years working with young 

people from disadvantaged backgrounds, running sports programs and youth clubs. We 

were paired up to establish a nurture group containing five pupils, who had highly 

complex needs and were considered to require a study environment where one 

teacher taught all subjects and the group was based in one classroom. We were 

encouraged to use creative approaches, with access to the Food Technology room as 

well as the gym. This made it easier to teach in a cross-curricular fashion and take time 

out in the gym when pupils got restless. Adam also accompanied the group to their 

external enrichment sessions, where they would have two half-days per week on 

outdoor and creative activities. 
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1.1.1 Participants 

Pupil 1: Bruce, a capable pupil, came to this school in April 2015, having not attended 

school for most of the previous year. He was 13, a year older than all the other pupils in 

the group. Following traumatic events within the family, Bruce and his four siblings 

were put into foster care. Bruce was temporarily fostered at a children´s care home, 

run by the Local Authority, classed as a “looked after” child, meaning he was not in the 

care of his parents. According to staff at the children´s home, peers at the children´s 

home became a negative role model for him. He received emotional support in the 

form of Drama Therapy and boxing sessions with his mentor, “Coach”. He loved 

chatting to staff and had a highly inquisitive mind, a deep thinker. His complex needs 

were based on his severe depression, extreme mood swings, E/BD, epilepsy, 

neurological damage due to a hereditary syndrome, history of domestic violence, drug 

abuse and sexual abuse within the family. His father was deceased and his mother 

mentally ill. 

Pupil 2: Tony´s family had been in trouble with the police, but had put a lot of 

effort into changing things for the better. Tony had a big heart and was close to his 

mother and three sisters. However, he tended to be very anxious and hyper vigilant, 

especially around males. He would run away, climbing trees or fences, often hiding if he 

felt threatened. He had begun turning aggressive, joining in with group bullying and 

beatings of other pupils outside of school. He asked for Drama Therapy sessions, but 

refused to attend them once they had been arranged. His favourite topic for discussion 

was ghost stories, closely followed by the Avengers. It was his idea to use the first 

names of the Avengers as pseudonyms for this research project. His complex needs 

were based on his reading difficulties, speech and language difficulties, ADHD, E/BD 

and history of domestic violence. 

Pupil 3: Peter had arrived at the school having suffered considerable trauma, a 

timid individual who would not look anyone in the eyes and was likely to become a 

victim of bullying at this school. His gentle nature, careful attitude and deep thinking 

set him apart from others. He became well-liked by all the pupils and they would 

choose to work with him above others. Peter was transferred to a specialised Autism 

School at the end of the school year. He preferred Spiderman to the Avengers, hence 

his choice of pseudonym. His complex needs were based on his being on the Autistic 

Spectrum, E/BD, reading difficulties, history of severe trauma and being a “looked 

after” child (in the care of his grandparents). 
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Pupil 4: Steve had been taught on a one-to-one basis the previous year and was 

very happy to join a group of peers. He planned to work in his parents´ burger van, but 

his dream was to compete at BMX racing. He had recently started training and 

competing, excelling within his age group and attending national tournaments. He 

received emotional support in the form of Drama Therapy, using his interest in Art to 

express himself. His severe complex needs were based on his attachment disorder, 

E/BD, history of sexual abuse, persistent sexualised talk, drug abuse, domestic violence, 

attention difficulties and reading difficulties. He was never to be left alone with staff or 

pupils due to history of making false allegations and using violence towards others.  

Pupil 5: Edward´s parents had stopped using drugs and got jobs, trying to improve 

things for the family. Edward had a keen scientific mind, planning to work as an 

engineer in the future. His sense of humour and charming smile made it easy to like 

him. He received emotional support in the form of Drama Therapy but often refused to 

attend. Edward liked listening to stories and would provide insightful reflections, 

predicting events based on hints within the story and the personality of the characters. 

His complex needs were based on his E/BD, attention difficulties, reading difficulties 

and anger management issues (he had been excluded from several schools for fighting 

and tended to put himself in the position of “the victim”). There was a history of 

domestic violence and drug abuse by parents. Edward was also undergoing assessment 

regarding autism.   

1.1.2 The English education system 

I chose to present certain labels within the educational system within quotation marks 

as “scare” quotes, a way of casting doubt on the official use of the term or phrase 

because I find their use questionable, often promoting marginalisation. The 

construction of a category called “emotional disturbance” (ED) came about as an 

educational diagnosis for pupils with deviant or disruptive behaviour during the 1960´s 

in the USA (Danforth & Smith, 2005). According to Tomlinson (2014), the expansion of 

special education in Britain was primarily a political response to the dilemma centred 

on restructuring the education-training system to deal with the increasing number of 

young people who were defined as being unable or unwilling to participate 

satisfactorily in a system primarily directed towards producing academic and technical 

elites. The children thus labelled often ended up excluded, the labels signalling them as 

having emotional and behavioural difficulties (E/BD), Attention Deficiency and 

Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD), Oppositional Defiance Disorder (ODD), Autism Spectrum 
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Disorder (ASD), Conduct Disorder (CD) or Attachment Disorder (AD) to name but a few 

(Tomlinson, 2014). These labels provided an excuse for taking these children out of the 

mainstream system and placing them in “special schools”, the child and the social class 

its family belongs to often being viewed as “the central cause of any problem”, rather 

than the way the schools need to “raise standards” and thus remove “defective and 

troublesome” children (Tomlinson, 2014). “Special schools” are traditionally held to be 

places where the pupils with “special needs” will receive services and teaching from 

staff with expert knowledge, safe from the cruelty of the “mainstream” school 

environment (Slee, 2011). Tomlinson questions whether excluding children has less to 

do with “benevolent humanitarianism” and more to do with the class structure of 

society (Tomlinson, 2014). 

This Special School was funded by the British government and run by the Local 

Authority to collaborate with its Secondary Schools. It was a combination of a Pupil 

Referral Unit (PRU) for pupils at Secondary level (aged 11 to 16) excluded from 

mainstream schools for behaviour issues and a Special Educational Needs (SEN) school 

for pupils with a Statement of Special Educational Needs (SEN statement) of 

behavioural and emotional difficulties (B/ED). More recently the “behavioural” label 

has been dropped as it is perceived to have negative connotations, stigmatising pupils. 

The Head Teacher said this stigmatising still affects the school´s ability to secure 

funding, as “our young people tend to be seen as less deserving by those that allocate 

funding to Special Schools “. Mixing a PRU with a Special School is a controversial 

approach, which the Head Teacher said was revisited every year, but she felt this 

combination gave the school more flexibility and a better chance of meeting the 

individual needs of its pupils rather than segregating them (interview with Head 

Teacher, 2015). The Deputy Head said mixing the groups gave pupils a better chance of 

being grouped together by personality rather than diagnosis  (interview with Deputy 

Head Teacher, 2015).  

The school had several bases, depending on the type of special needs they catered 

for (interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015). This description is limited to my base, 

which catered for around 55 pupils with a gender ratio of 1 girl to 5 boys during the 

research period. Most were White British, nearly all from low income families and 

some “looked after” children (interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015). Here 

“looked after” refers to children who are not with their parents, but in the care of 

relatives, foster parents or placed in children´s homes run by the Local Authorities. 
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Pupils had a variety of labels indicating significant impairment, mostly related to 

emotional and behaviour difficulties. Occasionally, pupils returned to mainstream 

school, but generally they completed their secondary education at this Special School , 

up to five years at the most (interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015). Although this 

school was an alternative provision for pupils the mainstream schools have been 

unable to cope with, it still faced external scrutiny to ensure that pupils made expected 

progress in terms of their academic learning.  

When staff were asked whether the school viewed the students using the medical 

model of disability or a social perspective on disability, it appeared there was no clear 

distinction made within the school policy. Great emphasis was placed on a res pectful, 

nurturing approach, building positive working relationships to help support pupils with 

their academic learning and emotional needs. Despite that nurturing approach and 

awareness that the environment needed adjusting to meet the needs of the pupils, for 

the largest part the medical model approach was most evident, considering the root of 

the problem to reside within the pupils and parenting practices. The educational 

approach seemed centred on “fixing” pupils, providing them with therapy and their 

parents with parenting courses.  

Staff to pupil ratio was approximately 2:3, much higher than in mainstream 

education, with staff gender ratio of approximately 1 male for every 2 females. The 23 

staff members at this base that dealt directly with the pupils were fully qualified, 

mostly British, aged between 40 and 60, whereas staff members younger than that 

were usually in a supporting role. Pupils generally worked in groups of 3 to 4, 

supported by a Teacher and an LPSA. The younger pupils in Key Stage 3 (KS3) were 

taught in a “nurturing environment”, where their class teacher delivered most subjects 

in the same classroom with the assistance of an assigned LPSA, similar to Primary 

School environment (interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015).  Around a third of the 

pupils were taught on 1:1 basis due to becoming too anxious and/or aggressive when 

taught in a group setting.  

The LPSA acted as a Teaching Assistant during a lesson and supported the pupils 

emotionally when they did not feel able to manage in the learning environment 

(interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015). This meant that the class teacher and the 

LPSA became the members of staff the pupils interacted with the most. Pupils would be 

in the common areas of the school during break times and would then interact with 

other members of staff. When a pupil left the classroom (usually feeling upset), 
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roaming around the school, the pupil would often become abusive toward any 

members of staff they ran into. It was then the responsibility of said member of staff to 

enter a report on the behaviour log system, assigning negative behaviour points. The 

Base Manager would then become involved in dealing with the pupil, assigning 

consequences.  

A system of tracking progress within social skills, the SOUL measures, was being 

developed by a Deputy Base Coordinator within the school, who provided the 

background information regarding its development and purpose. The Deputy Base 

Coordinator was managed by the Base Manager, who was next below the Deputy Head 

Teacher. 

1.2 Structure of this thesis 

The above section outlined the background and rationale for this study. The second 

chapter discusses theories and concepts used in approaching the subject. The third 

chapter considers the state of the Art within this field of study. The fourth chapter 

describes the methods used, including data collection, analysis and interpretation as 

well as introducing participants. The fifth chapter moves into findings, telling of the 

implementations of Lego©-Based Therapy and the adaptations required to make it 

work. It then links those findings to the research questions in the form of individual 

stories. The findings from the quantitative data is presented and followed up with a 

group story. The chapter finishes with a short summary of the findings. The sixth 

chapter discusses the findings, putting them in context with theories and research. 

Conclusions are put forth within chapter seven, followed by bibliography and 

appendixes.  
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2 Theory and concepts 

2.1 Social Constructionism 

Researchers using the theoretical frame of social constructionism consider reality to be 

constructed within the mind of people as social and communicative beings. Definitions 

and ideas shape the reality we live in, shape the persons living in it and their view of 

the world (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Our common-sense knowledge of everyday life, 

our lifeworld (Lebenswelt) forms from social action and human experience (Schwandt, 

2015). Social constructionism is about how meanings get constructed in a social 

context. It draws upon symbolic interactionism, considering that we as people 

construct our own and each other´s identities through our everyday encounters, using 

language and symbols (Schwandt, 2015). We invent concepts, models and schemes to 

make sense of experience, continually testing and modifying these constructions in the 

light of new experience (Schwandt, 2015). The over-all perspective is that all social 

phenomena are social constructions. Human criteria for identifying action or events are 

highly circumscribed by culture, history and the social context (Dóra S. Bjarnason, 

2003). This study focuses on the participant´s lifeworld where it intersects with the 

lifeworld of staff at school, as well as trying to catch a glimpse of their experiences, as 

expressed through their way of communicating.  

2.2 Social and human capital 

The participants come from differing backgrounds, mostly white working-class boys 

with limited access to social capital, defined as a symbolic wealth based on social 

connections between individuals that give them access to opportunities, power or 

wealth (Gestur Guðmundsson, 2012). Woolcock maintains that “most people have 

access to some form of bonding social capital that may either constrain or support their 

engagement in education and society” (Woolcock, 1998). Here social capital is useful 

for understanding the pupil´s access to formal and informal support, and their 

engagement with it (Dóra S. Bjarnason, 2010). Focusing on the shared values of trust, 

feelings of belonging and being valued, we consider how the pilot project created 

opportunities for them to access bonding, bridging and linking social capital. Bonding 

through their families, peers and staff, bridging by building relationships with people 

from a wider background and linking by connecting to people in different power 

positions as well as those that have a different status.  
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Bonding social capital is evident in the connections between individuals with 

similar characteristics and has value in the promotion of solidarity between 

people sharing values. Bonding social capital may be seen within families, and 

sometimes within minority ethnic groups. Bridging social capital occurs when 

people from different groups come together and may emerge in associations 

between people of different ethnicities, or between disabled and non-disabled 

groups. Linking social capital, arguably the most profitable kind, is established 

when individuals of different amounts of power connect. (Allan & Catts, 2012) 

Human capital is inside people´s heads (Portes, 1998). When a person adds to their 

existing knowledge or skillset, the resulting growth within the individual is here termed 

as “human capital”. Increasing this type of capital within oneself may make it easier to 

access social capital. 

2.3 Other key concepts 

My pupils are referred to by the school administrators as having complex needs, which 

I find a more respectful term than labelling them with a list of “deficiencies”. This term 

is used when pupils have received both some form of diagnostic label of developmental 

and/or learning difficulties as well as having suffered significant trauma in their life. 

Pupils with more complex needs may have received several different forms of 

diagnostic labels as well as having suffered trauma. These traumatic events have 

severely affected the way they communicate and the concept colours every aspect of 

the study. Trauma is defined as a deeply distressing or disturbing experience, emotional 

shock following a stressful event or a physical injury, which may lead to long-term 

neurosis (Oxford Dictionaries, 2016). Children who have suffered abuse, neglect, 

deprivation and/or other forms of developmental trauma often suffer long term effects 

from these experiences, especially if chronically exposed to such maltreatment (van der 

Kolk, 2005). The kind of events that have impacted negatively on pupil´s lives may 

include domestic violence, sexual abuse, the death of a parent, being placed in foster 

care and suffering severe illness to name but a few (interview with Deputy Head 

Teacher, 2015). Traumatic stress critically damages our capacity to relate to others  

(Cairns, 2002). We cannot begin to recover from trauma until we are clear of the events 

which threatened us and in a safe environment (Cairns, 2002). Whilst I worked with my 

pupils, as they began to feel more secure, the effects of the trauma they had 

experienced began to surface and we needed to work through those events. This was 

either through allowing them the opportunity to talk to a member of staff in private or 
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arrange for them to talk to a therapist. Cairn (2002) maintains that feelings of security 

depend on trust, defined as “the expectation of good will in others” (Glanville & 

Paxton, 2007). 

We kept track of the aggressive episodes and behaviour on daily basis  (see 

appendix B for information on how daily behaviour points were awarded), comparing 

them to journal entries and reflecting on progress (or otherwise) made when recording 

SOUL measures levels each half term. During the Lego© sessions we focused on similar 

social competence skills as the Lego©-Based therapy emphasises, divided into pivotal 

skills and higher-level skills as defined by Owens, Granader, Humphrey and Baron-

Cohen (2008). Here the term “therapy” does not mean the same as it does for Owens 

et al (2008), where it is a set format of a social skills session that runs to a script for a 

predetermined amount of sessions. Therefore, the term “intervention” is used instead 

as aspects of the approach are adapted and applied as teaching tools. Pivotal skills as 

defined by Owens et al (2008) are to include self-monitoring and self-control, joint 

attention, listening to directions, following social and prescriptive rules. Higher-level 

skills include being assertive without being aggressive, expressing interest in other´s 

point of view and interests, calmly resolving conflicts with mutual benefit, trading 

favours, expressing ideas effectively, providing positive feedback as well as accepting 

feedback from others (Owens et al, 2008). Collaborative work as defined by Owens et al 

(2008) included group work on a shared project, division of labour, sharing, turn-taking, 

emphasis on verbal and non-verbal communication, taking advantage of natural 

opportunities for practicing social support, social problem-solving and conflict 

resolution. Adam and I reviewed each pupil´s collaboration skills  verbally every half 

term using the pivotal skills and higher-level skills, as well as discussing any evidence of 

our pupils using them following most sessions. These helped us arrive at the SOUL 

measures levels, which were then entered on to the school´s data system. 

Communication as a way of expressing something (Guðmundur B. Arnkelsson, 

2006) is an exceedingly broad concept and considered a key concept in this study. We 

are in constant communication with the world around us and our ability to do so 

successfully determines not only how others view us, but also how we view ourselves 

in relation to everything within our lifeworld. Communication includes body language, 

spoken language and behaviour. Whilst considering that our pupils would communicate 

their feelings, both positive and negative, in varying and at times highly inappropriate 

ways, their behaviour had to be considered by taking the larger situation into context. 

Incidents of domestic violence, for example, meant a much more unstable behaviour 
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on part of the pupil during that time. In the smaller context of each sessions, the focus 

was on the more isolated communication skills  described by Owens et al (2008) of turn-

taking, perspective-taking, eye-watching, joint-attention and question-asking, following 

gaze, asking social questions, making apologies or initiating play as well as self-initiated 

social contact with peers during free-play. By monitoring reduction in aggressive 

episodes and listening for the pupils´ use of polite, appropriate language, progress 

could be gauged. Increases in their active vocabulary, evidence of their accepting 

opportunities for practicing descriptive and instructive sentence building as well as 

using appropriate facial expressions and body language could be used to measure 

progress (LeGoff et al, 2014). When assessing communication skills, these factored as 

part of how pupils dealt with others, recorded within the SOUL measures levels and 

journal entries. This also counted towards their speaking and listening levels within 

English. The English levels were not included within statistical data for the study, 

however, progress was noted in research journal entries. 

When working with pupils that have become averse to education, learned 

helplessness presents a significant barrier to progress  (Danforth & Smith, 2005). This 

was usually true of the pupils attending our school and getting them to engage with 

tasks and activities usually took a great amount of skill and perseverance on the part of 

staff (Interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015). Learned helplessness is a  key 

concept, where an individual does not try to deal with difficulties or tackle a task, 

having come to assume that nothing can be done about the way things are. The main 

explanations for learned helplessness are twofold: Firstly, the individual having had no 

control over traumatic events that happened to them. Secondly, learned helplessness 

being caused by an individual´s attributional style, where traumatic events are not 

believed to be linked to solutions or behaviour the individual can control (Guðmundur 

B. Arnkelsson, 2006). The participant´s self-efficacy, i.e. belief in their own ability 

(Guðmundur B. Arnkelsson, 2006), was considered in connection with the level of 

learned helplessness they expressed. 

2.4 Restitution 

For years I have integrated the principles of restitution into my teaching style, as a way 

of communicating respectfully. This has helped me gain the trust of pupils that have 

had complex needs, as well as my pupils in general. The restitution program is formally 

called “Restitution Self Discipline”. The essence of it is to ask what kind of world we 

want to live in, then focusing on ways of achieving that in an appropriate manner. It is 
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value based, states that we all have needs that we are trying to fulfil in the best way we 

know how, those needs consisting of belonging, having power (influence), freedom, joy 

and safety. Our behaviour being fuelled by our needs, we need to find ways of meeting 

those needs without impinging on the needs of others (Gossen, 1992). By 

acknowledging the need and using solution oriented wording, stressful situations can 

be de-escalated. Building some form of choice into the classroom tasks empowers 

pupils through choice, which has become an integral part of my teaching approach (see 

appendix C). 

Restitution is an approach to helping young people build self-control and self-

discipline developed by Dianne Gossen in Canada. She is the author of books such as 

“Restitution Restructuring School Discipline” and “It´s all about WE”. Restitution has 

been adopted by several schools in Iceland, including the school I have spent most of 

my teaching years at. Once the basics of the restitution approach had been 

implemented, the focus of behaviour had become focused on the reason behind the 

behaviour, what need that student was trying to fulfil. The plan we would devise with 

the student then included finding ways to fulfil that need in a manner that did not 

impact negatively on the needs of others. Also, an emphasis on speaking to the 

students in a positive manner instead of telling them off, such as asking “Where are 

you heading?” instead of telling a student to sit down will usually reveal the need 

behind leaving the seat. “Would you like some help?” or “Do you have everything you 

need to continue?” and “How long do you need before you are ready to work?” instead 

of just telling a student to get on with things, will usually calm things down. When they 

ask for something they can´t have right there and then, saying “Yes, when you have 

finished (state the task that needs completing)” or “Yes, at the end of the day” if they 

are asking for something they want (such as their phone) but needs to be stored during 

lessons, or asking if they can go home. Even having a short conversation about 

something the student likes for a few seconds, then bringing the attention back to the 

task at hand with “Anyway, are you okay to continue or would you like some 

assistance?” or asking, “Do you need a few moments before continuing?” will help a 

student that is unable to face the task right then, yet making it clear that there is an 

expectation of the task being completed in due course.  

Building in some form of choice into the lesson, anything from choosing which 

pencil to choose to which subject the student would like to learn first (even if they 

know all the lessons will be taught over the course of the day) or choosing which poem 

(from a restricted choice) to cover during an English lesson will make it less stressful  as 
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the student feels more in control of their studies (see appendix C for further 

information regarding restitution).  
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3 State of the Art 

3.1 Social skills for pupils with complex needs  

3.1.1 Contrasting world views 

When discussing how my pupils were perceived by others as well as themselves, there 

are two contrasting ways of looking at “special needs” that greatly impacted their place 

in the world as well as how the staff dealt with them. One is the medical model of 

disability, where the underlying “problem” is considered to lie within the individual 

(Rix, 2015). This approach uses the process of labelling pupils with a list of 

“deficiencies” which label them as unfit to participate in “mainstream” education, 

unless interventions get applied to “fix” the individual, making him capable of returning 

to “mainstream” (Slee, 2011). The other is a social perspective on disability, Ecological 

Theory as described by Danforth and Smith (2005), considering to what extent a person 

gets limited by how the environment influences their situation. In this case the focus is 

on the interaction between the person and the restrictions placed upon them, clearly 

separating the impairment of the individual caused by mental, physical or sensory 

difficulties from the disability that comes with limited opportunities to take an equal 

and active part in the community because of social and physical barriers  (Slee, 2011). 

The purpose of schooling is to prepare pupils for becoming active members of their 

community (Ferguson et al., 2001). Being able to work in a team and getting along with 

others is an essential skill everyone needs in order to get on in life. We develop those 

skills through interacting with other people in everyday situations. Pupils considered to 

have Social, Emotional and Mental difficulties (E/BD) are more likely to be placed in 

Special Schools, segregating them from their peers as they are considered a “risk” to 

their community (Allan & Harwood, 2014). Due to high levels of segregation, the social 

lives and potential for positive peer interactions are extremely limited (Danforth & 

Smith, 2005).  

Ecological theory shifts our focus from the individual as the location of the problem 

and the primary focus to the network of relationships that surround the individual, 

social systems that affect the individual´s emotional well-being and behavioural 

patterns. Strengthening these networks of support lead that child to a strengthened 

sense of self and an increased comfort in the world (Danforth & Smith, 2005). Adopting 

a caring approach to teaching forms the basis for constructivist teaching practices  

(Noddings, 2012) such as the KEYS program that draw on the strengths of human 
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relationships (Danforth & Smith, 2005).  The programme, operated in the Greenland 

School District, St. Louis, USA, consists of a wide and flexible array of support services 

for K-12 pupils (aged 5 – 18) experiencing emotional and social difficulties, helping 

them to remain in the general education building. Staff members gently guide the 

pupils toward productivity, competence and social engagement. Coincidently, pupil´s 

academic achievement grows as their social competencies develop (Danforth & Smith, 

2005). 

3.1.2 Teaching social skills 

There are many strategies for teaching children with emotional and behavioural 

difficulties social skills. Cognitive Behavioural Training (CBT) such as “Think Good – Feel 

Good” where pupils are encouraged to “monitor affective states; reflect on automatic 

thoughts; distinguish between and understand the link between thoughts and feelings; 

engage in thought appraisal and cognitive restructuring”  (Stallard, 2005). Outcomes 

from CBT trials generally show positive results, particularly in deal ing with internalising 

“disorders” such as anxiety (Kendall, 1994), depression (Clarke, Rhode, Lewinsohn, 

Hops, & Seeley, 1999),  OCD (Barrett, Healey-Farrell, & March, 2004), post-traumatic 

symptoms resulting from sexual abuse (Cohen, Deblinger, Mannarino, & Steer, 2004), 

social phobia (Spence, Donovan, & Brechman-Toussaint, 2000), phobias (Silverman, 

o.fl., 1999), abdominal pain (Sanders, Shepherd, Cleghorn, & Woolford, 1994) and 

chronic fatigue syndrome (Stulemeijer, de Jong, Fiselier, Hoogveld, & Bleijenberg, 

2005).  Interventions such as Aggression Replacement Training (ART) use a scripted 

approach where a new skill is introduced, acted out by teaching staff and then 

practiced through acting out situations with pupils. ART also includes anger 

management and ethical dilemma sessions. New skills are taught through modelling, 

rehearsal and guided practice (Sigríður Þorsteinsdóttir, 2016). ART has been found to 

positively influence the behaviour of children and adolescents with E/BD as well as 

other pupil groups (Andrea G. Dofradóttir og Hrefna Guðmundsdóttir, 2009). Social 

skills stories such as “comic strip conversations” can be used to discuss social situations  

(The National Autistic Society, 2016). Outcomes from six controlled trials investigated 

using a qualitative analysis showed statistically significant benefits related to social 

interaction in five of those trials (Ali & Frederickson, 2006). Cognitive Affective Training 

(CAT) packages such as the CAT-kit are used to increase emotional vocabulary, reading 

facial expressions, learning about types of behaviour and linking into social stories 

when discussing situations and how to react to them (Attwood, Nielsen, Callesen, & 

Ellermann, 2016). The CAT-kit derives from cognitive behaviour therapy as well as 
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social skills training for children on the autistic spectrum. It has been found to be 

effective as an intervention tool for both children on the autistic spectrum as well as 

those that do not have a diagnosis but struggle in various ways  (Brynja Jónsdóttir, 

Guðný Stefánsdóttir, Kristjana Magnúsdóttir og Sigrún Hjartardóttir, 2014). All the 

participants in previous Lego-Based Therapy (see description in chapter 4) outcome 

studies had demonstrated difficulties with social interaction and communication with 

peers. Outcomes after three months and six months showed statistically significant and 

clinically meaningful gains in the areas of self-initiated social contact with peers, 

duration of social interaction with peers during free play, and the frequency and 

severity of repetitive or idiosyncratic behaviours (LeGoff et al, 2014). These are just to 

name a few to the intervention packages available on the market. As I have used all of 

them in the past, they have been merged into my teaching style and I use elements of 

them as and when a situation calls for it. In this study, that was recorded within the 

journal entries and expressed through the discussion about the flexible teaching 

approach as well as modelling of social skills and language. A meta-study into social 

skills interventions for children with autism shows a lack of evidence for their 

effectiveness (Wang & Spillane, 2009). The success or failure of social skills 

interventions depend on several factors, such as whether the programme is sound or 

whether it has been delivered as designed (Rix, 2015). Successfully incorporating the 

teaching of social skills within the classroom will require a teaching style that actively 

models the behaviour being taught, both indirectly and directly, as part of how we treat 

each other (Sapon-Shevin, 2007), which is why the teaching style and staff attitude 

were considered during this study.  

The pupils showed intense aversion to being in an educational environment and 

became anxious whenever required to work with peers. Pupils with complex needs can 

find an educational environment such as a mainstream classroom intimidating 

(Danforth & Smith, 2005). Through the process of rejection, these pupils become 

disempowered, feeling vulnerable and inadequate (Allan & Harwood, 2014). 

Traumatised children need to develop social connectedness in a relaxed state, when 

they do not interpret neutral events as overwhelming threats  (Cairns, 2002), similar to 

children on the autistic spectrum, who get stressful and refuse to try when they are 

supposed to interact with others (LeGoff et al, 2014). To develop social skills they need 

to be more successful in such situations, the learning environment needs to provide an 

engaging, inviting and safe experience for children who might otherwise dread peer 
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group settings (LeGoff et al, 2014). Finding an approach that relaxed my pupils during 

group work seemed an essential element to their overall education. 

3.2 What previous research has shown 

Lego© has been shown to relax children with autism spectrum conditions (ASC) enough 

to get them to interacting with other pupils by creating a socially safe environment 

(LeGoff et al, 2014). Research has shown great success in anchoring social skills and 

generalising them to other settings when using Lego© as an integral part of 

intervention for children on the autistic spectrum. This was compared with those who 

received no social skills training whilst on a waiting list (LeGoff, 2004), those receiving 

comparable levels of social skills intervention over the same time (LeGoff & Sherman, 

2006) and those receiving intervention using social stories (Social Use of Language 

Programme SULP – see appendix D) (Owens et al, 2008), (LeGoff et al, 2014). Results 

showed that the Lego© therapy group improved more than the other groups on autism-

specific social interaction scores (Gilliam Autism Rating Scale). “Maladaptive” behaviour 

decreased significantly more in the Lego© and SULP groups compared to the control 

group. There was a non-significant trend for SULP and Lego© groups to improve more 

than the no-intervention group in communication and socialisation skills (Owens et al, 

2008). Reducing aggressive episodes and promoting collaborative behaviour would 

hopefully increase the educational opportunities for my pupils, and I hoped that the 

traditional approach to Lego©-Based Therapy listed below would prove useful, but 

realised I would have to adjust it as I went along. 
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4 Methods 

4.1 Mixed methods action research methodology 

The action research model conducted whilst implementing this pilot program combined 

the teacher´s work with the research. The study is primarily qualitative, using 

quantitative data for interpreting the qualitative findings. The largest amount of 

qualitative data comes from the field observations, recorded in a research journal, with 

additional information obtained via interviews with staff. This is then supplemented 

using quantitative data from behaviour points, attendance records and SOUL measures 

(social skills) levels. Action research conducted by teachers, so called teacher research, 

is aimed at gaining a better understanding of one´s own methods of working and the 

working environment, to improve one´s professional approach and environment. The 

emphasis is on self-study with the aim of developing both on a personal and 

professional level, involving a spiral of interlocking cycles of planning, acting, observing 

and reflecting. This leads to an expansive cycle of learning as  the progression within 

each cycle calls for further enquiry and development (Schwandt, 2015). The two staff 

members, myself as teacher and Adam as LPSA, provided the element of self-study. The 

data I collected in my journal provided material for reflective practices. The reflections 

recorded in the research journal charted our expansive cycle of learning whilst working 

with the group of pupils. Whilst writing the journal entries, reflections regarding the 

events and observations led to changes being made in the approach for the next part of 

the research. This was sometimes discussed when collaborating with Adam, which led 

to a new understanding regarding our work or the pupil´s circumstances which changed 

how we proceeded next and, at times, changed the way we viewed our roles as 

educators. Journal entries contained reflections made by myself as well as notes from 

chats I had with Adam and other staff members regarding our group. Themes and 

narrative were applied to these entries as well, to analyse what impact working with 

our pupils had on myself and Adam, resulting in the form of our individual stories.  

This research focused on a small number of individuals in detail, observing pupils 

as learners alongside their teacher and LPSA within their intersecting “lifeworld”, the 

“intersubjective world of human experience and social action”  (Schwandt, 2015), which 

had to be taken in context with the learning environment we were immersed in, as 

opposed to within an artificial environment. The emphasis was upon individual agency, 

social interaction and cultural forces within the observed environment.  
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4.2 Lego©-Based Therapy approach 

LeGoff put together the Lego©-Based Therapy approach (LeGoff et al, 2014), where the 

children participated in collaborative Lego© play, working in groups of three, taking on 

assigned, interdependent roles of “Engineer” who describes the instructions, “Supplier” 

who finds the pieces and “Builder” who puts the pieces together. The children would 

play their role for a certain amount of time or number of steps, then swap roles. A 

“Freestyle” Lego© activity session took place after that, where the children worked in 

pairs to design and build a model, allowing them to practice compromise, expressing 

ideas and taking other people´s perspectives into account. Where Owens et al (2008) 

measured their outcome using the “Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale” at the outset 

and after the 18-week intervention period, I used the SOUL measures and behaviour 

points to compare changes. LeGoff (2004) found that participating in the group was 

inherently rewarding and no external rewards were required (LeGoff, 2004). I also 

decided not to use external rewards. The focus of LeGoff and his colleagues has been 

on children with ASC, conducting the “Lego© Clubs” outside of school settings. The use 

of this Lego© method for children with complex needs within an educational setting 

had not been researched as far as I could see. Although my study is partly based on the 

above approach, the methodology was different as my study embedded the use of 

Lego© into the everyday lessons of the group.  

4.2.1 Lego© as a cognitive tool 

Chambers and Carbonaro conducted a separate research into using Lego© robotics to 

use technology tools as cognitive tools to enhance the learning process for adults that 

were nervous about teaching technology, during a teacher education course. The study 

contained the element of using the enjoyment the students got from using Lego© as a 

means of reducing their anxiety, for them to feel more at ease about learning in a 

collaborative environment. The study concluded that using Lego© significantly reduced 

the participant´s anxiety (Chambers & Carbonaro, 2003). Their research stopped there 

and did not take it one step further, into use with pupils. This left a gap I wished to 

address as part of exploring how my pupils interacted with Lego© and each other in the 

classroom. It was intriguing to see whether their aversion and anxiety could be reduced 

using Lego©. This has provided the rationale for my study. 

4.2.2 Lego© club approach 

The Lego©-Based therapy uses a club format (activity group) for their sessions. An 

“activity group” is small group of children facilitated by one or two adults do activities 
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together, organising therapeutic interactions working towards goals of relationship 

building, social skill development and the development of self-esteem (Danforth & 

Smith, 2005). During Lego©-Based therapy sessions, the club works to create something 

valuable together, to build a success (the completed Lego© set or Lego© robot) that is 

shared among the participants (LeGoff et al, 2014). Dr LeGoff´s Lego©-Based therapy 

sessions were part of the “Lego© Club”, where structured sessions include social 

elements and the emphasis is on joint achievement and collaboration. The “activity 

group” size we used was two to three pupils at a time, forming part of the normal class 

lessons. Sometimes two “activity groups” worked in the room simultaneously. The 

group of three builds a Lego© model with each member taking on an interdependent 

role as described earlier. Lego© models were chosen to suit the interests of the 

members. After that there was freestyle building, where groups of differing sizes work 

on a joint design. Members worked through a range of social skills to work their way 

through a hierarchical system, incorporating positive ways of interacting with each 

other listed as the “Rules of Cool”, which worked as a code of conduct, guiding the 

group members regarding behaviour that is helpful and collaborative. When the group 

was initially formed, members would jointly agree between them what the group 

“Rules of Cool” were, based on how they wanted to be treated. Members earned 

“Lego© points” for being helpful and collaborative that could be exchanged for rewards 

(LeGoff et al, 2014). Personally, I did not to use a reward system as I felt it was 

unnecessary, creating an atmosphere of competition instead of collaboration. I worried 

my pupils would find the title of “Rules of Cool” to be childish, but we spent time 

during the first month of the academic year identifying disruptive behaviour, agreeing 

upon consequences and identifying solution-oriented behaviours that would promote a 

more enjoyable, collaborative learning environment.  

4.2.3 Adaptations when embedding Lego© into lessons 

Instead of using assorted Lego© for the freestyle building, I used educational Lego©, 

such as Lego© BuildToExpress kits and Lego© StoryStarter, mostly within Personal, 

Social, Health and Citizenship Education (PSHCE) and English lessons, as can be seen in 

chapter 5. More recently, Lego©-Based Therapy has also been applied as a Speech- and 

Language Therapy approach (Ralph & Rochester, 2016). We also used the Lego© to help 

those pupils who were identified as having speech- and language difficulties, 

introducing new vocabulary whilst building and constructing sentences, using the builds 

to maintain focus and recall information. Even if we set out to use the Lego©-Based 

Therapy method, we ended up having to think up different approaches to building the 
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basic skills first, before being able to run group sessions. Some pupils felt apprehensive 

about joining a group build, so my “plan B” was for them to build individually at first, 

then with me and finally working with the group. Individual building was also used as a 

calming method. Some of those approaches were invented “on the fly” and had to be 

played by ear to respond to the group´s reactions, as can be seen within chapters 5 and 

6. 

Lego© BuildToExpress is designed for getting the pupils to express complex 

concepts (like self-image) and feelings. I added it to my lessons having attended a 

course on how to use it, photographing each build (see appendix F for examples) and 

getting the pupils to explain their build verbally at the end of each session. Photos and 

observations recorded in the research journal formed a part of the data, which were 

used to develop it further as this was a “trial and error” approach.  

The pupils were not used to being trusted with expensive, complicated materials 

and expressed their nervousness. The Lego© Mindstorms robots have a programmable 

unit which forms a part of a robot built from technical Lego© pieces. The building brick 

set allows you to build several different robots, which are then programmed to perform 

tasks (Lego, 2016). This was a way to get the pupils to feel more at ease and confident 

when working on programming. The hope was that they would accept the need to 

collaborate, as the Lego© is quite advanced and complicated. To use their words “It´s 

Lego for grown-ups”. Unfortunately, the robot proved to be unreliable, which meant it 

wasn´t used as much as had been hoped. 

The pupils needed to get used to sitting together at a table for a group activity, 

before being ready for a group Lego© build. Therefore, daily group games sessions were 

added for twenty minutes at the start of the day, with a choice of games. The 

Monopoly Deal game became most popular (see appendix G). This also helped get 

them into the classroom quite quickly. 

4.3 Goal/focus and research questions 

During this process, the interactions in my group were explored, as well as how their 

communication and collaboration changed during the academic year, focusing mainly 

on the 2016 spring term (January to April) when the work with Lego© and games was 

implemented. The aim was to answer the following questions: In the context of 

systematic use of Lego© within the classroom, how do pupils with complex needs 

interact with each other and staff? By observing the attitude of pupils when they used 
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Lego© and comparing it to their attitude during lessons that don´t include Lego©, but 

are otherwise part of their natural education environment, changes that emerged 

could be recorded and reflected upon. Also, noticing how the attitude altered during 

the academic year, provided an opportunity to reflect on the development and 

dynamics of individual relationships, as well as the relationships between the whole 

group of pupils and the two members of staff working most closely with them. How are 

perceived attitudes of staff and parents/carers evident in the way pupils talk and act 

about their self and their education? By listening to the dialogue the pupils used when 

discussing schools, staff, pupils and themselves in an educational context, it was hoped 

to gain a small insight into what they consider others think of them and their prospects. 

Also, by observing the changes in this dialogue during the academic year, it was hoped 

that a more positive dialogue would emerge, hopefully with a brighter outlook 

regarding future prospects. What impact does working with a nurture group have on 

the staff working most closely with the pupils? Entering an educational environment 

such as this brings new challenges, different kinds of collaboration and a different 

teaching style from that of a mainstream environment. There was also a cultural 

element, as the teacher came from and Icelandic background, working with an LPSA 

that was used to an English educational system and approaches to teaching. Here the 

emphasis was on observing what differences these elements brought regarding ideas 

regarding own role, observing what kind of collaboration would emerge and how 

attitudes to the pupils and education in general changed for those two members of 

staff as they faced the pressures of working with a group of pupils with very complex 

needs. 

4.4 Data collection 

The following table shows the data sources for each research question.  

Table 1 Data sources 

 

 

Photos Notes 

in 

journal  

SOUL 

measures 

levels 

Integris 

behaviour 

points 

Informal 

chats 

In the context of systematic use of Lego© 

within the classroom, how do pupils with 

complex needs interact with each other and 

staff? 

X X X X X 

How are perceived attitudes of staff and 

parents/carers evident in the way pupils talk 

and act about their self and their education? 

 X   X 
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What impact does working with a nurture 

group have on the staff working most closely 

with the pupils? 

 X   X 

The following table summarises the data collection, showing how the data is 

collected and where from.  

Table 2 Data collection 

Participants Procedure Timing Location Data sources 

Myself Diary Weekly entries, more frequent 

when needed. 

At home Diary entries 

Pupils Lego© session Twice per week At school Notes in journal 

Pupils Games sessions Daily At school Notes in journal 

My Teaching 

Assistant, 

Adam 

Informal chat At end of day following  

sessions. 

At school Behaviour logs 

(recorded by 

LPSA), notes in 

journal and SOUL 

measures. 

Other Teachers Individual chats Every half term At school Notes in journal 

Parents Individual chat Every half term At school Notes in journal 

Pupils Informal chat During sessions At school Notes in journal 

Head Teacher Interview Once At school Interview transcript 

Deputy Head 

Teacher 

Interview Once At school Interview transcript 

Deputy Base 

Coordinator 

Interview Once At school Interview transcript 

My Teaching 

Assistant, 

Adam 

Member 

checking 

Once at the end of the process, 

once following data analysis, 

twice during the write up. 

At school Notes in journal 

Head Teacher Member 

checking 

Once following data analysis  At school Notes in journal 

The academic year was split into three terms, autumn term (11th September to 

20th December), spring term (4th January to 25th March) and summer term (11th April 

to 23rd July). Each term had a one-week break half way through it (24.-30. October 

2015, 13.-19. February 2016 and 28. May-3. June 2016). Lego© was integrated into 

regular lessons with pupils for 20 to 40 minutes at a time, twice per week (on average), 

from January to April 2016. Four approaches: Lego© StoryBuilder for English lessons, 

Lego© MindStorms robots for Information and Computer Technology (ICT), Lego© 

BuildToExpress for Personal, Social, Health and Citizen Education (PSHCE) and Freestyle 

Lego© for Maths, Science and Design Technology (DT). During the session Adam and I 

paid close attention to interactions between the pupils, discussing those later that day. 

Observations were recorded in the research journal as soon as possible.  
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4.4.1 Interviews 

To get a feel for where the school fit into the English education system, an overview of 

the school environment, attitudes of staff towards the pupils, gauge the way staff 

viewed the school´s role and their own role in relation to the pupils and understand the 

developmental process for the SOUL measures social skills assessment scale, interviews 

with staff were conducted before the intervention period started. Lichtman (2013) 

discusses how the relationship between the interviewer and the interviewee constructs 

the interview, with different dynamics when they are colleagues. As the research venue 

was also my place of work, I had considerable access to the interviewees and an 

established rapport, which made it easier to approach the discussion in-depth from the 

outset. Interviews are more often used in conjunction with observation and document 

analysis. By utilising a list of items for discussion, I could maintain an open-ended 

approach, making the interviews more informal and relaxed, which helped the 

interviewees feel easier about providing added information without losing the focus of 

the interview. Recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim and written notes were 

made from informal chats when additional information was needed. When immersed 

in the field, the investigator usually has the chance of getting to know the interviewees 

beforehand and the interviews are more informal, almost a part of normal interaction 

and sometimes only recorded afterwards (Gretar L. Marinósson, 1998). Informal chats 

with staff, pupils and parents were also useful to provide an insight into the changes 

that took place during the research. Notes from those were recorded in the research 

journal as soon as possible afterwards.  

4.4.2 Research journal and spiral of development 

Journal entries ranged from one page to several. I purchased an empty journal, in which 

I recorded my observations, approximately two to three pages twice per week. Some 

weeks I made more frequent entries and found them extremely helpful for reflecting on 

events, providing a fresh look at situations. It soon became obvious that daily journal 

entries were impractical and reflecting on a session for a few days before completing the 

journal entry helped put it in context and give some emotional distance. 

Having recorded my observations and reflected on them, I would often discuss my 

reflections with Adam. Usually I would have several options on how to proceed based on 

what had gone well, badly or simply differently from what I had expected. We would 

discuss those options before they were implemented. Sometimes I would discuss these 

with other teaching staff at the school, fellow teachers or professors in Iceland. This 
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meant, of course, I had to be careful not to disclose confidential information. The courses 

I was attending at University had an impact on my thinking and I would frequently reflect 

on the differences between the educational systems of England and Iceland, mulling over 

the stance we generally take towards pupils that have complex needs and the ethics that 

underpin our views of what education should entail. Why do we educate people? What 

is most important in education? How should our role be shaped? What responsibility do 

we, as professionals, have in shaping education? If we feel the system is flawed, how 

should we proceed? What difference can we make? How can we best empower and 

inspire our pupils? These are just a fraction of the questions I reflected on, some 

individually and some with Adam. Each conversation could be visualised as a loop in this 

never-ending spiral of professional development. 

4.4.3 Informal chats 

Any discussions with pupils took place during lessons, parent/carer consultations and 

on an individual basis. The pupils seldom felt at ease to express themselves in front of 

others so I spoke to them on an individual basis about their experience of the Lego© 

sessions, their interactions with peers and attitude to learning. Whether they chose to 

engage with the discussion was up to them and the amount of response varied greatly. 

Opportunities to speak to them came at unexpected times as they did not feel 

comfortable attending formal interviews. I kept the chats unstructured and unrecorded 

to minimise their discomfort, noting down information in my journal as soon after as 

possible. 

4.4.4 Behaviour points 

As a way of tracking positive and negative behaviour of pupils, the school had a system 

of awarding behaviour points daily. Each LPSA was responsible for entering those for 

his group and make phone calls home to advise parents  or carers about the pupil´s 

behaviour that day.  

The daily computer logs for behaviour provided a points system as well as a 

recording system for incidents such as bullying, violence and inappropriate behaviour. 

That data was collated into graphs to assess any progress for my individual pupils, 

noting the increase or decrease of negative incidents, as well as number of behaviour 

points collected each day. The daily points ranged from -5 to +5. At the end of each 

day, Adam entered a positive behaviour log entry, awarding from 0 to 5 points along 

with a short description of the pupil´s behaviour that day. If there had been an incident 

of negative behaviour, the member of staff that dealt with that behaviour entered a 
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negative behaviour log entry with a description of the incident and what action had 

been taken, awarding negative points of -1 to -5, depending on the severity of the 

incident. When more than one negative incident occurred within the same day, the 

combined negative points could go below the -5 daily mark, as happened once within 

my group (see appendix B for more detailed description of points and behaviour). A 

given behaviour did not necessarily result in the same consequences for all students, as 

individual circumstances of each pupil were considered whenever an incident was dealt 

with. 

Unsettled and persistently disruptive behaviour refers to noise or physical activity 

caused by pupils that interrupt the group several times during a lesson. Inappropriate 

behaviour includes using sexualised language and/or sexualised body language. 

Verbally abusive behaviour from pupils mostly consisted of calling other pupils or staff 

by rude names, making racial insults and threatening staff or pupils with violence. 

Physically aggressive behaviour from pupils towards physical objects ranged from 

hitting display boards to breaking windows and damaging walls. Physical abuse against 

others ranged from shoving people to hitting them with a weapon. For the most severe 

incidents the police were called in to deal with the offending pupil. Some of the pupils 

in the school already had a police record, were occasionally taken to court and 

sometimes imprisoned (for more detailed descriptions of behaviour, see appendix B). 

4.4.5 Ways of tracking and managing behaviour vs developing social skills 

It should be noted that the behaviour points system primarily records negative 

behaviour but does not provide a scale to assess social skills.  

You know, if a pupil just walked round the building, kept their head down, didn´t 

say boo to a goose all day long, did all the work in lessons, they´d be getting top 

marks for behaviour. But that doesn´t mean they´ve got the social skills they need 

to survive when they leave school. (Interview with Deputy Base Coordinator, 2015). 

Some schools use restraining pupils to control pupil behaviour.  

Well, they´re using TEAM TEACH, they are using restraint methods of controlling 

behaviour and there are schools that still do that, we don´t here. And I´m glad we 

don´t, we´ve never done that since I´ve been here, because you´re just, all you´re 

doing is training somebody to respond to the restrictions placed upon them. As 

soon as you remove those restrictions they will respond in a different way. 

(Interview with Deputy Base Coordinator, 2015). 
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Positive behaviour was complemented and rewarded. Pupils received slips signed 

by staff for good attendance, punctuality and extra effort (APE awards). Those would 

give them a chance of receiving monetary rewards at the end of each week and at the 

end of each term (see appendix H). The keyworker conducted a review session at the 

end of the morning session and again at the end of the afternoon session, discussing 

with each pupil what went well and what needed improving upon.  

4.4.6 ‘SOUL’ measures  

The SOUL measures were a recently developed system designed for measuring social 

skills progress made by the pupils with levels of attainment entered by the LPSA and 

teacher for each pupil in their group at the start of each half term. Initially I had 

chosen the SOUL measures as a tool to assess progress of collaboration and 

communication skills. Sitting down with pupils when reviewing and setting new targets 

matched the school´s vision of empowering young people in their education. Adam 

and I used them in this way with our pupils. Pupil´s social competence was measured, 

recording levels on a tracking sheet every half term (see appendix E). Those were 

compared at the end of summer term 1, with the first levels recorded providing a 

baseline, and the last showing if there had been any progress or digression. Graphs 

from the SOUL measures levels showed any changes. ‘SOUL’ measures are  

[…] to show, to people outside and to show to pupils that we actually make a 

massive impact on young people´s behaviour and their attitude and their social 

skills. And it was also to help staff to make that impact ... some staff, newer 

staff, had difficulty setting behaviour targets, and they can be used as 

behaviour targets. (Interview with Deputy Base Coordinator, 2015)   

They are linked in with the school´s ‘SOUL’ curriculum for social competence.   

Young people come in, we need to be discussing these with them at induction, 

and saying, you know: This is what we are going to be working on while you are 

here. Not just getting you a C grade in Maths or a C grade in English, but this, 

and this is as important as academic qualifications. (Interview with Deputy 

Base Coordinator, 2015)  

The SOUL measures are split into four key areas: 

Self - Develops pupils’ skills, so they can make good, balanced choices. This 

includes showing up for lessons at the right time, staying for the whole lesson, applying 

anger management strategies, being comfortable in a group, accepting praise and 
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constructive criticism, treating school equipment responsibly and interacting positively 

with peers and adults outside lessons.  

At the last OFSTED, I think there were hints there that they wanted to see some 

evidence that we were improving pupil´s behaviour. And it´s actually quite hard 

to evidence that ... you can look at exclusion data, that´s one way, but it isn´t, 

exclusion data is just the way you manage young people in a sense. It is not 

proving that their behaviour has improved. (Interview with Deputy Base 

Coordinator, 2015) 

Others - Promotes co-operation with and the understanding of others. The focus is 

on showing consideration and empathy for others, engaging in social conversations 

with staff, working effectively within groups, understanding that values different to 

their own are still valid, whilst challenging intolerant views of others respectfully.   

I think we have some whose background is a background where good manners, 

perhaps as you or I might see them, is not the norm. ... in the future, when they 

get places at college and they get a job, within a few weeks they have lost that 

and in some cases, it is just because they have been rude to their employer or 

college lecturer. But they didn´t think they were being rude ... there´s a 

difference between, sort of, just saying please and thank you to somebody to 

engaging in conversation. And there is a difference in engaging in, sort of, 

relevant conversation, to engaging in small talk. (Interview with Deputy Base 

Coordinator, 2015) 

Universal - Develops the pupils’ skills so pupils can make a positive contribution as 

active and useful citizens. The emphasis in on becoming self-motivated and actively 

engaged in activities, keen to try new things, modelling appropriate behaviour to 

others, helping out with looking after equipment, leading activities and encouraging 

others to take part.  

The SOUL measures should be about empowering young people to manage 

their own behaviour, develop their own behaviour, develop their own social 

skills, so they can adapt to different settings and situations without somebody 

needing to say: You can´t do that ... it´s about empowering them. As I say, it´s 

to make that choice, to make the choice about how they speak to people, how 

they behave in public. (Interview with Deputy Base Coordinator, 2015)  
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Learning - Encourages the desire to learn and broaden horizons and aspirations. 

These are key to increasing pupil agency regarding learning by equipping them with 

skills, knowledge and qualifications. The pupil needs to be able to analyse own 

performance and identify points for improvement, taking advice into consideration 

when planning future actions, playing an active role in review meetings and target 

setting, being able to work independently and preferably seeking adult help only when 

checking completed work. 

During consultations in January parents and carers were delicately asked (in 

private) their opinion of the level of social skills their child possesses to provide a 

baseline. The SOUL measures form (see appendix E) provided structure to the chat. This 

was revisited during Parent Consultations at the end of spring term. Each half term, 

informal chats I had with other staff members regarding my group were logged in my 

journal.  

4.4.7 Research trustworthiness  

I used prolonged engagement to collect rich data as well as triangulation, collecting 

data from more than one source, comparing the results. Similar findings strengthen the 

conclusions and differences identify a need to delve further for an explanation, which I 

followed up. Where possible I arranged member checks to ensure that I understand 

their information correctly, increasing the credibility of the data. I made sure the data 

was relevant to this study and of good quality. My journal entries ensured information 

was fresh when collected, rich in detail, keeping my reflections separate from what I 

observed. I remained aware that I was looking through my own “lens” at the situation. 

By using member checking at several intervals during data collection, a course 

correction could be provided, ensuring the data reflected what it was supposed to 

reflect (Schwandt, 2015). Also, during data analysis and write-up process, continued 

member checking helped ensure that the description was fair and true to the situation. 

When measuring statistical data, the same measure was used throughout to ensure 

consistency regarding progress or digression made, such as for SOUL measures levels, 

attendance and behaviour points. 

The study was introduced to peers at the University of Iceland as well as my thesis 

supervisors. This, along with the reasoning within this study, should establish whether 

it is meaningful and addresses gaps within the field. The feedback highlighted if the 

methods and theories selected suited the focus of this study. 
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4.4.8 Data analysis 

To manage the data collected, the research journal entries were kept dual, with 

observations recorded on the left pages, linking them to personal reflections 

(bracketed) on the right-hand pages, thus separating the two became easier when 

coding the entries and drawing themes out during analysis and write-up. 

Themes drawn out were useful for reflection on the perceived attitudes of staff 

and parents in how pupils talked about their self and their education, as well as 

highlighting interactions between pupils and staff. The thematic analysis on its own was 

insufficient for the purposes of write-up, especially as the temporal aspect and sense of 

progression became unclear. I needed to maintain the temporal aspect of the data to 

make sense of the progress made. This lead me to narrative inquiry, a “broad term 

encompassing the interdisciplinary study of the activities involved in generating  and 

analysing stories of life experiences (e.g. life histories, narrative interviews, journals, 

diaries, memoirs, autobiographies and biographies) and reporting that kind of 

research” (Schwandt, 2015). Narrative inquiry is used by researchers who are 

interested in the self, identity and personality (Ricouer, 1988). By identifying and then 

comparing key events to the behaviour point graphs and attendance record graphs, 

patterns between the two highlighted sustained changes observed during the 

observation period. This was further backed up by changes in SOUL measures graphs, 

providing triangulation within the data sets. Narrative provided an approach to 

composing the joint story of the group´s journey being created during the time of the 

pilot project. Observing the dynamics of the group evolving during this time was 

fascinating, glimpsing how individuals defined their identity and relationships with one 

another, each shaped by the culture and social standard they bring to the mix. The 

write-up is an episodic group story spanning a few months, meant to provide an insight 

into the process and “culture” of our group. The readers might find themselves, if only 

for a moment, imagining walking a mile in our shoes. 

Data collected from interviews and data recorded in research journal was partly 

analysed using thematic analysis as I went along, discerning patterns, key terms and 

elements of narrative analysis, discerning key events that shaped the group´s story as 

they emerged from the data. This enabled a flexible approach throughout the research 

process, utilising aspects of Glaser and Strauss´ grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 

2008), approached via “lifeworld” and narrative analysis  (Schwandt, 2015), which was 

chosen as a way of preserving the temporal aspect of this episodic group story. As the 

researcher, I was the main instrument of data collection and interpretation, an active 
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part of the study environment, affecting the phenomena under study and in turn 

affected by it.  

Graphs were produced using behaviour points, attendance records and SOUL 

measures levels, analysing percentage changes during the observation period. Changes 

were then compared to data within the journal entries, seeing if those changes 

coincided with emerging themes and key events within the narrative. 

4.4.9 Transferability of findings 

When describing or interpreting experience, a person that has lived through the same 

situation should be able to recognise this as if it were similar to their own experience. 

Others should be able to recognise the situation when encountering it, having read 

research that describes it.  I had to ensure that I painted a clear enough picture using 

thick description, so the essence of what was studied could be engaged in by readers, 

speculating if the findings are applicable to similar circumstances in other cases  

(Schwandt, 2015). Because of the type of educational setting, few are likely to have 

experienced the situations described, especially in Iceland. Therefore, the reader would 

have to rely on their imagination in most cases. However, I do maintain that any 

educator could use elements from this study and apply those to their own work, albeit 

in a slightly different light.  

4.4.10 Validity 

This study was conducted to observe and evaluate the process, not to generalise the 

findings or find a causal relationship, rendering the question of external validity mute. 

Even if this research builds in part on those conducted with children on the autistic 

spectrum, the methodology is too different to compare them. As only one person 

coded the data, there was no need to check inter-rater reliability (Braun & Clarke, 

2013).  The study has been conducted in a natural (real world/ lifeworld) environment. 

Other factors than Lego©, both at school and outside of it, weigh in heavily and 

therefore internal validity could not be established through a causal relationship. 

Ecological validity is concerned with the relationship between the “real world” and the 

research (Braun & Clarke, 2013). As the sessions took place in the pupil´s “real world” 

and they reaped any benefits within their educational environment, the question of 

whether they used any skills acquired outside of school showed up to a certain extent 

in the data from their parents/carers. 
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4.4.11 Ethical considerations 

Researchers are responsible for ensuring that participants are not harmed, privacy is 

maintained and the participants have provided informed consent.  

The nine major principles addressed under ethical conduct are: 1) do no harm, 2) 

privacy and anonymity, 3) confidentiality, 4) informed consent, 5) rapport and 

friendship, 6) intrusiveness, 7) inappropriate behaviour, 8) data interpretation and 9) 

data ownership and rewards (Lichtman, 2013). My observations of the pupils involved 

naturalistic setting and should therefore not have posed any harm to the participants. 

Pseudonyms were applied to participants, the school and its location, providing as 

much anonymity as I reasonably could. Signed, informed consent was obtained from all 

staff involved, parents and carers as well as the pupils. The wording of the pupil 

consent form was adapted to make it more understandable for them. I checked the ICO 

website, https://ico.org.uk/, as well as the Icelandic equivalent at the website 

http://www.personuvernd.is/spurningar-og-svor/rannsoknir-kannanir-og-

verkefni/nr/1133, and found there is no requirement for this study to be reported to 

them, obtaining informed consent was sufficient. I also enquired with an experienced 

researcher that has conducted research within the UK, who confirmed they consider 

informed consent to be sufficient in this case. Due to my existing teacher relationship 

with the participants, I was careful to make it clear that they were under no obligation 

to participate or divulge any information they were not comfortable sharing with me. 

When one of the participants withdrew from the study, I took that into account within 

the findings. Personally, I was careful to treat them with respect, keeping any 

boundaries clear and, of course, ensure no inappropriate behaviour on the part of the 

researcher.  

When interpreting data, I needed to keep clear what was based on direct 

observation and what was based on my own interpretation, bracketing my thoughts 

and ensuring the findings represented the data. I cannot envisage this study resulting in 

financial rewards, so the issue of data ownership and rewards seems immaterial.  

4.4.12 Choice of participants 

The autumn of 2015, saw a time of the class getting formed, added to, broken apart 

and reformed, ending up with five pupils, two full-time and three part-time. Four 

agreed to take part in this study, the fifth one (Anthony) initially refused, later asked to 

join, participated to a limited extent and eventually withdrew from the study. Peter, 

the sixth participant, was in another group, joining us for some sessions.  Participants 
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were chosen using purposive sampling as this group setting was likely to yield data that 

would provide answers to the research questions. When using purposive sampling 

researchers need to choose their participants carefully, critically evaluating whether 

they are a particularly revelatory unit for shedding light on the issues the res earcher is 

seeking to elaborate (Schwandt, 2015). This research was centred on our pilot project 

of developing communication and collaboration skills amongst pupils with complex 

needs, within our particular type of setting, a Secondary Special School. However, as 

they were all within the same school base and all but one part of my group, it could 

also be said that the method of convenience sampling has been used. It should also be 

noted that all participants fall within the demographic group of “White, British boys”, 

coming from poor families, making this a rather homogenous group in that respect. 

However, as the description of the participants in chapter 1 shows, there were 

significant differences between them.   
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5 Findings 

The autumn term from September to December was spent purchasing and introducing 

the different types of Lego©, figuring out how it could be implemented as part of the 

lessons, establishing what the pupils would find most interesting and what their level of 

building skill was. A pupil was added in October but later transferred to a different 

group when it did not work out. During that time, the Lego© sessions ceased because of 

behavioural issues. By the end of the year the group was full and fairly stable. 

Only Peter and Tony had any building skills to speak of, the others got frustrated 

when they didn´t know how to use the instructions. Smaller sets were purchased and 

the pupils got time to try those out. During October 2016, when Lego© BuildToExpress 

was introduced to build concepts and Lego© StoryStarter used to express poetry as well 

as depicting stories, the pupils were happy to build without instructions. The baseline 

for communication and collaboration skills was set using observations on three 

consecutive days in December 2015 to figure out what their Lego© building skills were 

like, how they interacted with each other and if they could collaborate on a build. 

Regular Lego© sessions began in January 2016 and continued until the end of April 

2016. To increase Lego© building skills and get the boys used to building together, 

individual minifigure building and individual scene building using Lego© Story Starter 

were implemented.  Having tried several approaches to using Lego© as part of lessons, 

the boys would push for options that required individual building. It took until March to 

get them to arrive at a point where attempting a Lego©-Based Therapy group session 

was viable. We ran group sessions twice per week for the last six weeks of the 

observation period. Regular Lego© sessions were run until the end of April 2016, then 

intermittently for the remainder of the academic year. 

5.1 Adaptations to be responsive to the needs of the pupils 

To begin with time had to be spent on getting the pupils to stay in the classroom, 

follow instructions and gradually relax in a study environment. Outbursts of temper 

coincided with things being unsettled in pupil´s homes. On those days, I would change 

the day´s program, reducing academic content and increasing nurturing activities such 

as card games and computer tasks I knew they enjoyed. To reduce sensory input, some 

of the lights in the classroom were switched off and the curtains pulled down. A corner 

by the sink served as a calming down area with a seat and a blanket, where the pupils 

could go and sit mostly out of sight when they needed to be alone, re-joining the 
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session when they felt ready (see description of classroom in appendix I). We would 

check on them every so often, asking how much time they needed, if they wanted to 

talk to us or if they wanted to be left alone. We gave them space and privacy, which 

helped them calm down without having to leave the classroom, making it easier for 

them to return to the session. I also introduced several types of stress toys, which the 

pupils could borrow whenever they wanted.  

Tony, Peter and Bruce had taken part in choosing some of the Lego© sets that were 

purchased, so they would be interesting to them. The group ended up favouring Lego© 

BuildToExpress and Lego© StoryStarter, struggling to assemble any of the “cool” sets I 

had purchased. Easier sets were purchased to bridge the gap in building capability. 

Realising I had vastly overestimated their building capability and effectively bought 

Lego© that was way too complicated made me doubt how viable this was. How could I 

make this work? Was I just wasting time? They wouldn´t even sit down at a table 

together without kicking off. When re-examining my presumptions of what teenage 

pupils “should know” how to do I realised that I would need to teach them the basic 

skills of assembling Lego© individually without it seeming babyish and link it strongly 

into secondary academic skills for them to buy that they should even try it.  

The photos taken of builds proved valuable as transitional objects, as the pupils 

would refer to them whilst discussing their work with others, including their parents 

during school meetings. Some asked to take pictures home to show to their family and 

Peter took some to his class when explaining the sessions to his teacher, LPSA and 

classmates. 

When building, the boys would only explain their builds to me privately. I made up 

a guessing game when building minifigures to ensure they would have to share their 

builds. Although the boys initially took well to the guessing game, they soon tired of it 

and I changed to something else to keep their interest going. In December 2015, the 

idea of turning the BuildToExpress concept work into a guessing game worked 

brilliantly. I tied it in with PSHCE, addressing issues such as bullying, relationships and 

finances through it. The pupils would often ask to use the Lego© BuildToExpress.  

The pupils seemed to have very limited “kind” language, often delivering any nice 

words with an air of sarcasm. Instead of scolding them, I decided to model the kind of 

hints that could be given, what questions to use for thinking your way to a concept, 

how to use the PSHCE lesson focus to guide them and so on. They soon caught on, used 

friendly body language and wording for complements. Their facial expressions became 
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much friendlier, with plenty of nodding and smiling. Video clips added a visual element 

to text or concepts they were working on. Questions and instructions were kept short, 

with the boys repeating what I said quite often.  

As this Special School caters for children with complex needs, including emotional 

difficulties, there is an emphasis for modelling and direct teaching of social skills. 

Lessons were conducted around types of behaviours and how to find ways to fulfil  

individual needs without impinging on the needs of others. The Lego© sessions were 

meant to augment the existing social skills lessons within my group, not to replace the 

existing social skills programme. Short sessions of calming skills were applied as needed 

throughout the day, working with individual pupils or the whole group. Emotional 

vocabulary was introduced and communication clashes were discussed as soon as 

everyone had calmed down. Class Dojo reward points were used during the summer 

term to support behaviour discussions during review periods (see appendix J). 

As getting them to build Lego© in a collaborative manner was not working in 

January, I decided to introduce group games for 15 to 20 minutes at the start of the 

morning session and same again after lunch, which also encouraged the pupils to get 

into the classroom straight away. 

Persistent bullying impacted on the sessions. As a result, more sessions were set 

when the bully was not present, which sometimes meant changing the plan when an 

opportunity presented itself. For the first group session, we split the boys between the 

LPSA and myself, according to which ones we figured would get on best, ensuring each 

group had a strong builder in it. I deliberately made a mistake half way through the 

build, guiding my group through this “mistake” by modelling problem-solving and the 

boys corrected it without any problems. I had the other team complete another team 

build with me a couple of days later when they were the only pupils in the room, 

repeating the “mistake” and using the same process of getting them to “help me” 

correct it. When a group member left and then came back, I let him take over from me 

so he could join the activity. Flexibility became a key ingredient to getting them to 

participate. 

During the “self-image” PSHCE build, I wanted them to build together and 

collaborate, so I was glad to agree to their request to build. They would make more of 

an effort if they thought I was grudgingly agreeing with what they asked for, because 

they felt they were getting their own way and getting out of “working”. It seemed that 

to them that “me as a gamer” was a safe “self-image” to show. Gaming was a big part 
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of their world. It was the most relaxed I had seen them all year. Tying the session to 

their areas of interest kept them more focused. 

Lots of support and adapted material was needed to get the pupils to write a small 

piece of creative writing. Cross-curricular and creative work sparked interest. Adapted 

lessons included material they had asked to learn, branching into some independent 

learning.  

5.2 Findings in relation to research questions 

5.2.1 In the context of systematic use of Lego© within the classroom, how do pupils 

with complex needs interact with each other and staff? 

Having assumed that all children would be interested in Lego© and that all of them 

would have some background in building Lego© sets, three of the boys refused to build 

sets as they found it too difficult. This hindered them taking the risk of joining a task, 

which reduced their time joining in a group activity. They would also interrupt the ones 

that had joined to gain attention as they most likely felt left out. I would discuss this 

with the group and each one individually to try to find a way to make it work for all of 

them. They gradually opened up to me about feeling insecure about “getting it right” 

and didn´t see how it was “real learning”. Linking the group work skills to skills needed 

to work in a factory and assemble furniture seemed to change their attitude. Lego© 

Mixels proved just right because the models are small, but don´t look childish. They 

also don´t resemble anything the pupils know, so they had to work together for the 

build. Pupils seemed to really enjoy the Lego© StoryStarter tasks, becoming quite 

independent referring to the video and the text as needed, seeking opinion from each 

other and compromising on character design when it could not be exactly matched 

from the video. 

Initially, Bruce had established a cheeky, confident rapport with several members 

of staff, including management staff. During lessons, he would spend considerable time 

chatting, often leading the conversation to a controversial topic. He came across as 

mature during those conversations and we very much enjoyed his contributions to 

group discussions. He would, however, constantly talk over the others. As the year 

wore on they would insist on having their turn. Initially, Bruce would swear at others if 

he disagreed with them. Bruce tended to get on well with his peers. He had a very 

positive attitude to using stress toys to calm down, although at times he broke some of 

them when angry. He sometimes had trouble assembling the Lego©, Tony and Edward 

assisted him and defended him against Anthony´s taunting. During the observation 
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period, there was a marked difference in his challenging the others, verbalising his 

reasons more respectfully. During group projects, he would try to take charge or refuse 

to join. The Lego© BuildToExpress was his favoured Lego© activity, where he would 

complement others on their builds and used the modelled language effectively. Those 

were the first sessions where they started to relax, hardly shielding their build at all and 

smiling towards one another.  

Bruce would lose his temper when things were difficult at home, refusing to 

complete tasks, shouting abuse at staff, hitting things and throwing small objects 

around, but not at people. His kick offs became more violent until he went into care, 

then things gradually settled down. When angry, he would focus his anger primarily at 

Adam, even when he was angry about something I had done. He would leave the room, 

swearing at other staff. When I followed him he would say “Why did you have to come 

out? You need to be teaching the others.” I said I thought at that moment in time he 

needed me more and that seemed to calm him down considerably. Bruce had started 

to offer to bump fists with me and Adam, a signal of being “safe” with a person. The 

rest of the group soon followed his lead. They would insist on doing this in front of new 

pupils, looking at the new pupil and nodding after bumping fists. Other pupils ended up 

following their lead, sometimes having a short chat as well.  

Bruce has struggled greatly due to his mother´s illness, the uncertainty of the 

foster placement and having so many people involved with his family. “I hate how 

there´s all these people an´ they know everything from those fucking reports, it´s private 

stuff and they all know it, all about my mum an ‘everything.” He had frequent outbursts 

at school during April, especially during lessons with the Art teacher. Offering him some 

calm time in my room, we discussed our bond and his behaviour, emphasising 

boundaries. Bruce would ask me: “Do you really think I´ll get a job when I´m grown up? 

Nobody in my family has.” He worried about not having any prospects due to his illness 

and the limited success his other family members had achieved. We discussed the 

range of options he had and how his difficulties were, in fact, equipping him with skills 

to help others in future as a therapist if he wanted that. Also, his interest in business 

and aptitude for numbers opening possibilities in accounting. His attitude to staff went 

from calling them “Fucking wankers, useless cunts” when enraged, to asking me to talk 

to Tony: “I´ve tried talking to him, he´s making bad choices and he won´t listen to me. 

These guys he´s running around with aren´t safe, man, I know ´em, they´ll mess anyone 

up and rob ya, they´re fucking gangsters, man, dangerous, trust! If you have a proper 

talk to him I reckon he´d listen and turn things round, like when you talked to me.”  
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Bruce´s behaviour points stayed on the positive side throughout the year. Dips 

reflect difficulties connected with his going into Local Authority care at a children´s 

home and times when mental health problems within the family caused him great 

emotional pain. I had a feeling he looked forward to coming into school. His attendance 

was excellent and I believed that right then, as his life was, in his own words, “shit”, our 

classroom was his safe place. He would often start the day off well, having a good 

morning session but becoming increasingly anxious as we got closer to “home time” at 

the end of the day. The following graph shows Bruce´s average weekly behaviour points 

for the academic year. 

 

Fig. 1 Bruce´s behaviour points 

Tony arrived as a lively, enthusiastic lad with limited self-confidence. He completed 

his initial spelling assessment (which he hated), between segments of my “ I can´t say if 

this really happened” ghost stories. He had struggled to work in a part time group of 

two pupils the previous year, telling me he didn´t want to read or write in front of 

others because he felt stupid. I told him many of my ghost stories and we both loved 

building with Lego©. Once Tony and Peter got to know each other, they worked well 

together. When they were building using Lego© StoryStarter their body language had 

begun to relax and they often smiled, however shielding their build from each other 

during individual builds. They commented that they had “lots of experience building” 

and argued which one of them was more of a “Lego© expert” with Tony claiming his 

assembling and programming the robots proving him to be the “Ultimate Lego expert! 

Well, except for Miss, she´s like a Lego genius!” He was very active in trying to get the 

others more interested in Lego©, showing them his builds and how to use the 

instructions. He objected to others saying Lego© was childish, specifically pointing out 
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that the Lego© Mindstorms robots were made for the eldest pupils and were “Lego for 

grown-ups”. 

Tony´s refusal to build after the new classmates arrived seemed linked to his 

confidence. Stress toys were useful for him and he loved using a koosh ball during 

discussion assignment. He would calm down when I let him build Lego© sets 

individually and sometimes I used that as a way for him to stay in the classroom, 

because he would wander in and out of the room as his anxiety was going through the 

roof. As he had been my pupil the previous academic year, we had an existing bond and 

Tony would get jealous when I worked with other pupils: “She´s my teacher and this is 

my class, we started this school the same day, so there! You can just piss off!”  Tony and 

the others would face away from their peers during builds, shielding the build with 

their torso, avoiding eye contact, using limited (often hostile) facial expressions, hardly 

speaking at all except to make rhetorical or pointed questions about the other person´s 

build, answering defensively if asked about their build, sometimes breaking their build 

apart when a comment such as; “What´s that supposed to be? That looks stupid!” “How 

is anyone supposed to guess what that is? It´s shit, man!” was made about it by a peer, 

usually Anthony: “Can´t you see it, you div!”, “Well, pass it then! Hurry up!” The more 

they struggled with the task, the more aggressive their body language and spoken 

words would become. By November 2015, Tony often refused to build with anyone 

else, including adults. “I want to build it myself, the whole thing.” 

Tony brought a knife in near the end of January and threatened Anthony with it as 

“a joke”. I insisted the police were called in to discuss this with him individually and 

then with the rest of the class who were very upset, asking for reassurances that the 

police were involved. This shifted the group balance and Tony found himself alienated 

by the group, kicking off and ending up getting sent home most days. Tony´s behaviour 

deteriorated quickly after being befriended by a pupil who was frequently in trouble 

with the police. This greatly worried Bruce and Edward, who would share their worries 

with me and Adam in private, sometimes lecturing Tony about it as well. 

When Tony initially ended up on a part time basis, I made sure he did not miss out 

of favoured activities by spending some of my lunchtime with him finishing those. 

Adam spent some time on the Lego© with him to re-establish a bond between the two 

of them. Tony showed a lot of interest in building Lego© sets and working on the Lego© 

Mindstorms robot with me. Unfortunately, the robot proved “glitchy”, which reduced 

Tony´s interest. He didn´t like to build with anyone else, but eventually agreed to build 
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with Adam. Once finished, he shared their build with me without any reservations, 

describing it and asking me for vocabulary when needed.  

Tony would get involved when he felt the other students stepped over the line 

with me or Adam. He had a go at Edward and Bruce about flipping the table over and 

throwing new cards: “She bought them with her own money! Show some respect! Pick 

them up properly!” 

Tony and Anthony were both very resistant to doing collaborative Lego© building, 

scared of making a mistake and just waiting for the others to make fun of them. 

Therefore, I decided to deliberately make a mistake half way through the next team 

build, modelling how to react to making a mistake and asking for help in correcting it as 

a team. I think they relaxed because it was my “mistake” and they felt empowered by 

the fact that they were helping me. This was the first time I could see them relaxing and 

trusting one another. Tony admitted to me he was angry and frustrated with himself, 

rather than anyone else. “I want to do it, then I just can´t.” He said individual building 

calmed him down but that he “just can´t cope” with building in a group. Interestingly, 

he said the Lego© helped him make friends. “They are different when we do Lego and 

we can be friends. I don´t know how, it just helps.” 

When arriving back at school in April from Easter holidays, the greeting from Tony 

was warm and friendly. “I missed you in the holidays and I was looking forward to 

coming back to school, really!” He discussed his new clothing, proud of how much 

these items had cost, demanding my approval.  

Tony struggled the most with coping in a group and would become more 

aggressive towards staff than the other pupils, his lowest value of 1 shows at the end of 

January around the time of the knife incident. His behaviour stabilised until the end of 

the observation period when it plummeted sharply, reflecting him getting into trouble 

in and out of school. He would despair about his prospects when talking to me: “I´m so 

fucking useless, I can´t do anything right”, and we would talk about mistakes being a 

part of life. When I questioned his new “friends´” motives, he would get defensive: “I´m 

not a snitch, real friends don´t tell on each other, even if it means taking a fall!”  I tried 

to point out how this was hurting not just him, but his family as well. He would try to 

make up for it by behaving well the following day, but could only sustain that effort for 

a short time. This explains the large fluctuations, which got larger as the year wore on 

with more frequent and longer lasting dips in his behaviour points as shown in the 
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following graph depicting Tony´s average weekly behaviour points for the academic 

year. 

 

Fig. 2 Tony´s behaviour points 

Initially Peter would withdraw during a group build, hogging the build and ignoring 

the other students. Staff worried the other pupils would “eat him alive”, talking about 

how our pupils are “a rough lot” and will “go for the throat if they see any weakness”. I 

felt very protective of him and it seemed the other staff shared that feeling. When 

working in a structured session with me and one other student, Peter quickly made 

progress, opening up to his peers, who also got on well with him. Peter worked with 

Tony on Lego© StoryStarter without any swearing or aggressive language from either of 

them. It was lovely to see them so relaxed. Even if Tony shielded his build during the 

construction, that seemed to be so that Peter wouldn´t copy him rather than being 

defensive. They showed pride when explaining the scenes to me at the end of the 

session. 

Peter shut down when new classmates arrived in November, hardly 

communicating at all. He gradually opened up when working with one person at a time. 

When Peter joined the sessions, he seemed to provide a calm and balanced presence. 

The other pupils relaxed better and expressed a preference for joining him for group 

builds. They said they liked building with Peter because he was calm and didn´t make 

fun of them. “He´s never nasty to me. He´s never nasty to anyone.” Peter said “It´s 

different in there, they´re calmer and it is safer. Then I can talk to them and they are all 

my friends now.” The boys all expressed that they had found it different during break 

time, with pupils being all wound up and running around, making it difficult to get to 

know each other. They said once they had become friends during the sessions, it was 
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easier to approach each other outside of the classroom. “Because we are friends 

already, we can talk to each other at break time.” 

Peter caught on exceedingly quickly during the Lego© sessions, talked his way to 

what clues he could see and got the right concept straight away. He used the modelled 

language very effectively and the others picked up on that. Peter could understand my 

descriptions well and confirmed his understanding when Edward struggled to 

understand, pointing at the required pieces. Peter grew in confidence this year, going 

from a timid, scared kid to someone that stood up for himself in a respectful manner, 

voicing his opinion and sticking to his guns. From being the victim to becoming the 

survivor. It was time for him to step into the role of the positive leader. He attributed 

much of his increased confidence to the Lego© sessions, having used them to initiate 

friendships that transitioned to interactions during break time. He also said that “being 

the leader” when bringing the Lego© to his own class had made him feel more 

confident.  

I have more confidence. I don´t know why, but the Lego helps me. I am very good at 

Lego and I know what to do. I have loads of Lego at home and I´m really good at 

building, been building for years, since I was little. They listen to me because I´m 

best at it.  

Peter had a positive and respectful approach to staff and we got on well from the 

moment we met, discussing the Minecraft game. As time wore on, he would approach 

me whenever he saw me, just to have a short chat and ask when the next Lego© 

session would be. Peter went from a shy person that hardly spoke to staff, to a 

confident, assertive individual that would participate in group discussions, challenging 

intolerant views of others and asserting his views respectfully. This was commented on 

by several staff members, especially his keyworker. 

Peter´s figures stayed consistently high, with his lowest point of 3.6 reflecting a 

traumatic incident at home. As he became more confident towards the end of the 

observation period his points reached top values of 5. His behaviour points change the 

least during the observation period, but they were very high to begin with, leaving little 

room for improvement as shown in the following graph depicting Peter´s average 

weekly behaviour points for the academic year. 
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Fig. 3 Peter´s behaviour points 

Steve´s sexualised language tended to make the others uncomfortable and they 

would often deliberately wind him up until he kicked off. Bruce would say: “Well, now 

he´s gone we can get back to learning” and I would have yet another conversation with 

the group about how that was not the solution to getting along. Steve managed to 

control his temper better and curb his language somewhat after weeks of social skills 

and anger management sessions. He liked using stress toys, especially the Koosh ball. 

The others then gradually included him more in the group. Steve and Edward ended up 

as friends, working well together and socialising outside of school.  

Steve found it easier to deal with female staff, often becoming confrontational 

with male staff. In the classroom, I would deal with him more often than Adam. As 

Steve got to know us better, he began trusting us, understood that we always kept our 

word and that the boundaries were consistent. “You never give in, you´re bear strict!” It 

was easiest to deal with him on a 1:1 basis as he would become very confrontational to 

show off in front of other pupils. “Fuck off, I don´t have to do this fucking shit, I´m not in 

the mood! Who cares anyway!” Bruce and Edward would often have a go at him, telling 

him to “show respect! Sir and Miss work very hard to be here for us and help us all the 

time. They don´t deserve you dissing them!” Steve´s risk assessment made it difficult to 

deal with him individually as we had to have a witness to any such exchange. He settled 

during the observation period but struggled again after that.  

Steve´s behaviour would fluctuate greatly between days, depending on what mood 

he was in when he got to school. He struggled greatly before and after half term and 

Easter break. The dips during the observation period reflected events taking place at 

home. Steve got better at controlling his temper in general, but during the summer his 
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behaviour deteriorated after getting robbed of his BMX racing bike on two separate 

occasions as shown in the following graph depicting Steve´s average weekly behaviour 

points for the academic year. He talked to Adam about those events and seemed to 

establish a more solid bond, bumping fists and sometimes saying to the others  “Sir is 

sound, trust!” He also started standing up for Adam and me in class when he felt others 

were disrespectful towards us. 

 

Fig. 4 Steve´s behaviour points 

Edward struggled to control his anger and would frequently get into an argument 

with peers, storming off, then returning a few minutes later. He liked using the Koosh 

ball as a stress toy, but in time he would ask for blue tack more often. The pupils were 

quick to ridicule each other, pretending to know more than they did and getting angry 

if their bluff was called. Edward started asking to play games with only two players and 

me to oversee them, so they could ask for help understanding and learning the game. 

Anthony and Tony bullied him and Edward goaded them, with staff stepping in to stop 

trouble most days. In the end, they were dropped to part time, attending at different 

times of the day. 

During the Lego© sessions, Edward and Peter relaxed and built together with 

minimal difficulty. They managed to plan forward together when they could see there 

would be two similar pieces getting built: “I´ll just get two of everything ready in case 

we build the other one next.” They were also willing to help me figure out how to 

describe the pieces when I was struggling, making suggestions of how I could have 

described them better in a respectful manner. “You can just say these are teeth, 

because it´s obvious.” Edward thoroughly enjoyed any Lego© sessions and, through 

those, opened up to working with the others. When set the task of building “self-
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image” as part of PSHCE, Edward and Steve asked politely to build together at the same 

table. They seemed to be enjoying themselves, with no arguing at all, inviting Bruce to 

join them as well. The three boys bonded over gaming, happily chatting about how 

they were portraying “me as a gamer”. At the end of the observation period Edward 

expressed having enjoyed working on group builds the most. He found the Lego© to 

have a calming effect and said it had helped him make friends. “They´re not as nasty to 

me when we are doing team building and then we can be friends. We´re sound now.”  

Edward had arrived convinced of being disliked by anyone working in a school. His 

parents said he was used to being blamed for things and that we were the first school 

where he felt treated fairly. Edward seemed satisfied that bullying situations were dealt 

with fairly and calmed right down. “I know you are fair, not like most teachers, fucking 

wankers. The staff at this school listen to you more and you don´t just get blamed all 

the fucking time. Sorry Miss, I didn´t mean to swear, it just came out.”  He gradually saw 

that we kept our word regarding the rewards and started encouraging the others to do 

some work. He moved from making threats to “bag and batter” staff to taking a few 

minutes to calm down, then apologising for having been rude. A member of staff 

reported that some of my boys, especially Edward, had stood up for me on the minibus, 

telling another pupil off severely when they thought he had been verbally abusive 

towards me: “You shouldn´t talk to her like that, she works very hard to help us and 

doesn´t deserve it!” 

When Tony kicked off during a group build and the session had to be terminated, 

Edward remained calm and accepted my thanks gracefully, without any complaints. 

Now that´s what I call progress! Edward´s behaviour points stayed high most of the 

time, dipping when there was trouble between him and other young people outside of 

school, which carried over into altercations within school as shown in the following 

graph depicting Edward´s average weekly behaviour points for the academic year. 
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Fig. 5 Edward´s behaviour points 

During the observation period, the person who made the most progress within 

behaviour points was Tony. Getting the pupils to read and write presented a challenge, 

as they would usually refuse outright and kick off if pressed. When using Lego© to 

learn, the reading and writing was largely replaced by speaking and listening, 

evidencing work using photographs. When using Lego© to interpret poetry, Tony built, 

reading and re-reading the text, talking quietly to himself whilst building. He then 

explained how and why he had chosen the building elements, using complex sentences 

and speaking fluently. He relaxed into the task, perhaps because he knew he would not 

have to read out loud or write. When discussing whether to use Lego© for tasks, the 

group would argue how much academic value there was to it. Tony, Steve, Peter and 

Edward maintained it was a different, but equally valid method of learning. Bruce and 

Anthony argued “real work” meant you had to write.  

When talking to the boys, it struck me that they all expressed having liked the 

Lego© sessions much more that I had assumed. It was also surprising that they had 

enjoyed the group sessions, even when they struggled to cope. I had hoped for them to 

settle on one type of Lego© they enjoyed above others, but each of them reported 

enjoying a different approach the most. Initially, they would often retort angrily, using 

rude language, kicking off by throwing things or furniture about and leaving the 

classroom. Ours was the only group classroom in the school where the displays were 

not damaged by pupils when kicking off. They began policing each other´s behaviour 

and picked up if they thought one of the others was being disrespectful towards me or 

Adam. They would explain why they felt it was disrespectful in proper language instead 

of just swearing. 
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5.2.2 How are perceived attitudes of staff and parents/carers evident in the way 

pupils talk and act about their self and their education? 

The boys would initially refer to themselves as “bad boys”, saying this was a “school for 

bad boys” and talked about their only future prospect being “gangsters” and “drug 

dealers”. Being “tough” was paramount to them and “only losers” were interested in 

learning. They said the only smarts that mattered were “street smarts”. They claimed 

to hate and “burn” anyone that worked at a school. One pointedly made it obvious the 

others were not worth having as friends. “Nothin´ personal, man, but I ain´t gonna be 

friends with any of you, no one at this school is the kind I´d be friends with and you can´t 

make me like you!” Another pupil replied: “How can you say it´s not personal when 

you´re saying we´re trash? That´s personal, man! You don´t have to be our friend, why 

would we want to be friends with you if you think we´re trash?” Telling each other 

stories of how much trouble they had caused at past schools, they tried to secure a 

higher place in the pecking order. During meetings and phone calls, phrases used by 

parents and carers echoed how the boys talked about themselves: “Put a bad boy in a 

school full of bad boys and then expect him to get better. That´s just mad!” and “He´s 

never going to learn from books, he´s not interested in reading.” Those phrases and 

others like them reflected an attitude that was wielded as an excuse for not trying. 

“He´s never got on with other kids and only runs around making trouble. There´s no 

wonder he hasn´t got any real friends.” Even when parents noted that their son had 

made progress, in one breath they claimed to be “dead proud of him” and in the next 

that “he isn´t helping himself and I don´t see how he´ll ever change, he´ll be the death of 

us”, the impact of that judgement clearly registering on the pupil´s face. 

Parents would attend the induction at start of school with their child, generally 

looking ashamed and angry with their child. The pupils echoed their attitudes, quoting 

their parents as being disappointed that they were in this school. The pupils would als o 

quote teaching staff from their previous schools telling them that going to this school 

meant they would end up in prison.  

When meeting with parents, they would talk about having had difficulty learning 

themselves, that they couldn´t read very well and that they didn´t feel capable of 

supporting their child´s learning at home. Their attitude was marked by learned 

helplessness, they didn´t see the point of trying in the first place. The pupils would 

refuse to complete any homework and the parents backed off straight away, some of 

them asking me not to send any homework in future. Even if I agreed with them on a 

homework plan, there was limited effort except in the case of Tony´s mother. She got 
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extra support from me in how to approach homework sessions and we arranged these 

in collaboration with Tony. The result was sporadic, but they told me this was the first 

time in his life he had ever completed any kind of homework. Bruce completed some 

homework whilst in care and I collaborated with him and his carers  in how much to set 

and how to approach it. He told me he felt fully supported at the care home regarding 

homework, but once he was back home he expressed not having anyone to support 

him, as what he was learning was already beyond his family´s educational  ability. 

Initially the pupils would say we weren´t “real teachers” and that this wasn´t “a 

proper school”, so we would discuss the nature of the school setting and the expertise 

needed to help maximise their progress. Every so often the pupils would ask us “Why 

do you waste your time at a school like this? It´s not a real school. Why do you waste 

your time working with someone like us when you could be working in mainstream with 

someone better?” It took a lot to motivate our pupils and building their self-esteem is 

what, at the end of the day, I came to believe mattered the most. 

Some of them worried about being bullied when they went for lunch, so we made 

sure either Adam or I accompanied them for the first few weeks in the common areas 

during break times. The pupils would insist on the classroom door being kept locked 

during lessons and got very nervous if other pupils came into our classroom. They 

would also get very anxious if other staff came into our room, often becoming verbally 

aggressive, insisting the person leave “our room”. 

To begin with, some of the pupils wore the school uniform. Some refused to wear 

it as they saw it as announcing their being associated with a “bad school”, saying: “I 

ain´t wearin´ that. People will know I go to this school an´ I don´t want to look like a 

fuckin´ loser – are you mad?” In time, they would refuse to wear anything that wasn´t 

designer merchandise. “A man´s got to look smart, get some respect!” When I bought 

myself a new pair of trainers, they had advised me what brand to get and where to buy 

it so I would look acceptable. They claimed to be “educating me” so I´d have some 

“street smarts” and wouldn´t “make them look bad”. Whatever people wore, it seemed 

paramount to wear “the right kind” of trainers. Adam would discuss this with them and 

it was made clear to me that I had no real sense of how to dress. They began referring 

to each other as “bro”, “blood” and “fam”. Gradually Adam and I also got referred to as 

“blood” and “fam” as well as “safe” and “sound”.  

Upon entering the school, the pupils made a lot of angry comments, refusing to 

work and expressing anger at anyone working within the education system. They 
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expressed suspicion when treated kindly and accused staff of trying to manipulate 

them into working. Adam and I consistently treated them with respect and kindness, 

expressing we were trying to help them and offering to work through anything with 

them. Some staff referred jokingly to this approach as “killing them with kindness”, 

then discussing how our young people haven´t had much kindness in their home life, so 

there is a need to get them used to accepting niceties and modelling the use of positive 

communication to help them adopt it. 

The group became very protective, asking us not to get involved in breaking up 

fights, signalling to others in the school that we were “safe” by bumping fists with us. 

They would approach if other pupils got “in my face” and told them to “back off Miss, 

she´s safe”. It was also heart-warming to see the genuine pleasure in their reactions 

when they saw me after the April Easter break and hearing about “my boys” having 

defended me vehemently in front of a group of pupils. When angry, our pupils would 

sometimes curse us and get verbally abusive. That was presumably them expressing 

frustration with boundaries being set and frustration at feeling they couldn´t cope. 

Sometimes, as Adam would put it, they were “just pushing it”. He could also connect 

with the pupils on a “street smarts” level which I was unfamiliar with. Even if our pupils 

challenged him, they would defend him against other pupils: “Don´t give Sir grief, he´s 

sound, man”. 

The most telling marker of how much trust got built up between the pupils was 

when they finally felt comfortable assisting each other on tasks, discussing their work, 

offering to help each other and most importantly, accepting help from each other. The 

first signs of this happened during Lego© builds and then transferred over to other 

academic tasks. 

5.2.3 What impact does working with a nurture group have on the staff working 

most closely with the pupils? 

Self-reflection took place most days, usually straight after the pupils had left school for 

the day. Adam and I sat down whilst he completed his behaviour logs for the day and 

we discussed possible reasons for what had gone well and what needed improving on 

regarding our approach to the lessons. This included the way we implemented the 

Lego©, how often and in what way we needed to amend our approach. Sometimes a 

session had gone badly because of the way we linked it to the curriculum. Sometimes 

because one of the pupils had not been feeling well that day. At times, we didn´t know 

why, but would find out a few days later that something bad had happened out of 
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school and this affected behaviour in school. We learned to adjust, change the way we 

planned and change the way we reacted to those situations. Sometimes we debated 

the ethical underpinnings of education and social justice.  It was a never-ending spiral 

of learning, each set of circumstances helping us move closer to understanding the 

next. Adam expressed this was a new experience for him, being treated more as an 

equal, asked his opinion and given a say in what happened during lessons. He said he 

was very happy with this kind of teamwork.  

There were times when I felt emotionally bruised, as if the emotional working 

environment was causing me damage. Helping the pupils deal with the trauma they 

were facing took its toll. When recently reading Noddings (2012) article about caring 

relations in education, it spoke very directly to my situation, especially when discussing 

that there are times when a teacher needs to maintain a caring relation with a pupil, 

even when unable to react positively to a pupil´s expressed need. My way of protecting 

myself was to seek out positive interactions with some of my colleagues, agreeing that I 

could hug them when needed. 

Because of all the meetings I needed to attend and the diverse groups of 

professionals I had to deal with on behalf of my pupils, I felt this strengthened me as a 

professional. It also made me realise just how hard the pupils must fight to be heard 

within a system that seems determined to take away their autonomy under the guise 

of benevolent humanitarianism. The system acts as if they have no say in anything, 

which I would hear them comment on in class, having had to attend a court hearing of 

some sort, waiting to hear if they would be allowed to see their parents or forced to 

live with someone they didn´t want to be with. They often talked about “hating the 

fucking system” and how “Social Workers are just trying to ruin people´s lives”.  They 

would sometimes debate this point and I found it very eye-opening to listen to their 

stories about their relatives and how there was “no point in trying” because “the 

system always wins”. This attitude of learned helplessness seemed to colour every 

aspect of their lives, extending to their attitude to learning. They taught me that it is 

more important to help a pupil feel they can enjoy learning than measuring how much 

they have learned.  

I felt guilty about allocating time to Lego©. There was an enormous amount of 

content set by the Heads of Subjects for us to teach and a persistent demand for 

evidencing pupil learning and progress. I often felt I was drowning in paperwork and 

ended up working between ten and twenty extra hours each week. The idea of having 

to produce an outcome, proving what learning had taken place, was so heavily 
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emphasised that the “learning through play” approach got scoffed at by some of my 

fellow teachers. They worried about the upcoming school inspection. “What will you do 

when OFSTED comes in?” got to me and I strove to find ways to evidence the learning. 

Taking photos and completing discussion slips  provided the first step towards 

evidencing what learning had taken place. When I pushed the pupils to cover content, 

they would play up. Once the pace of learning was relaxed and more creative 

approaches implemented, far more work got done. In time, I realised that the greatest 

obstacles were those I placed on myself, more risks needed to be taken. That was a 

rather large spiral of development to realise. The curriculum seemed restrictive and 

highly oriented towards pupils mastering technical skills, instead of learning the life 

skills I felt they needed above all else. Self-restraint, calming skills and ways to 

communicate with others should, surely, be the underpinning skills all else is built on. 

Therefore, addressing those “life skills” became embedded in every lesson. At the same 

time, I was keenly aware that I needed to be careful not to be too radical in my 

approach to learning, as my pupils would in time need to adjust to the “mainstream” 

way of being taught. It saddened me to feel I was expected to “fix” them and at the 

same time feeling the futility of that, as I felt it was the mainstream school system that 

needed “fixing” so it can live up to its role of providing education to all its pupils. 

Dealing with outbursts of temper was not new to me, but the frequency and 

intensity of the incidences proved more severe than I had experienced before. When 

Steve chucked a water bottle just past my head, aiming at another pupil, I was lucky to 

have moved just in time. In this environment, it was essential to prove my “toughness” 

by being fearless and calm whatever happened to earn the pupil´s respect. Beating the 

boys at arm wrestling bought me some serious “street creds”. Even if my sports skills 

were lacking, I had to make sure to challenge the students when playing against them, 

never backing down, and they would then concede to “teach Miss some skills”. 

However, it was important to show them that making mistakes and having areas of 

weakness was okay too, then teaching them how to tackle those without it meaning 

being worth less. Getting to a point of them accepting that different people have 

different strengths and that it doesn´t make one better than another was a huge 

breakthrough, as in “their world” being tough, loud and wearing “the right stuff” 

determines their place in the pecking order and in turn, their perceived success. Once 

we had earned their respect, Tony would make loud proclamations that “Miss is bear 

strong” and “you don´t mess with Sir”, with the others backing him up to other pupils. 
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That´s the point when they would let us start teaching them. I hadn´t had to prove my 

“toughness” in mainstream, only that I “knew my stuff”, mainly about computers. 

Whereas working in a mainstream environment had meant planning for the whole 

class, differentiating tasks mainly by outcome and being used to the Teaching Assistant 

being available to run a small group independently, this environment called for much 

greater flexibility. The limited attention span meant tasks needed to be divided into 

smaller chunks, linked heavily to pupil´s individual areas of interest and specifically 

tailored to individual targets. They were very sensitive to being give different work to 

do, so I gave the group the same input, weaving the differentiation into the type of 

questions I asked each pupil, as well as offering them different options in the work they 

would complete. My feedback and work set for follow up sessions was heavily oriented 

towards their individual targets. I would try to include each pupil when setting future 

work, discussing their individual targets and involving them in thinking about different 

ways to reach those targets. I found this to be a great motivator for them and in time 

they would offer ideas, becoming more empowered and taking an active part in their 

education. Planning had to include use of Adam´s support, considering that he might 

need to leave the classroom at any minute to assist elsewhere or accompany one of 

our own pupils if they weren´t coping in the classroom. A backup plan was then 

required to ensure the remainder of the group could stay on task. Each day the pupils´ 

mood had to be considered when deciding what order lessons would happen in, how 

long would be spent on a subject and at what point an extra sports break would be 

required. We built in as many chances as possible for our pupils to make a choice, 

anything from choosing between using a pencil or a pen to choosing in which order to 

do the lessons. The choices were limited to two at a time and always meant ending up 

completing assigned tasks. At the end of each day the plan would be reviewed and 

revised. This required at least double or triple planning each day, keeping work packs 

handy for each pupil in case they needed to leave the room and setting work online for 

those that couldn´t handle written work that day. I found this very stressful to begin 

with, but as time passed I began to enjoy the flexibility and freedom it offered. 

Reflecting on the differences between this and my mainstream teaching, the elements 

of flexible planning has become more frequent in the past seven years or so. 

Sometimes this has caused friction when co-teaching, as I tend to swap from one thing 

to another when I could see a pupil becoming too frustrated to handle the current class 

assignment. The problem usually lay with me not informing the other teacher I had 

done so. 
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Through this process I reflected much more on use of language than I ever have. 

Ensuring my sentences were short and clear, checking understanding and getting 

students to repeat my instructions became very important. I used any opportunity to 

complement them on assisting each other and being respectful. Using praise 

consistently and constructively was trickier than I had experienced before, as the pupils 

were hyper sensitive and could interpret anything as a slight or threat. Modelling 

appropriate language was effective, prompting them by asking how we could word 

things better. I made sure to use a soft voice, wording my requests as a way for me to 

learn. My own body language had to be monitored and constantly adjusted to reduce 

tension. This took a lot of energy and I was thankful for the wording I had learned from 

the restitution approach, for reducing tension within the classroom. This took it to a 

whole new level, another cycle of development. 

We found that by making small changes to the sensory environment, things calmed 

down considerably. Pulling the curtains, turning off half the lights, balancing light with 

white fairy lights and choosing a muted background colour for the displays gave the 

room a calmer feel. Sometimes we would play calm music, but it worked better to let 

the pupils use headphones to listen to music whilst working. We arranged for one 

corner of our classroom to become a “calming down area”, where they could withdraw 

to, turn off the light and punch a blanket if they needed to. A separate lesson was 

conducted regarding how to punch the blanket without it causing injury to their hands. 

Our boys would discuss with us how to alter the area to make it more suitable. This 

reduced the need for leaving the room and provided a place for them to go first when 

returning from having stormed off out of the room. Either Adam or myself would talk 

to the pupil, seeing if they needed leaving alone for a while and helping them calm 

down if needed. The pupil would sit there, gradually peeking round the partitioning 

wall, beginning to take part in the lesson. When ready, they would return to their seat 

and participate fully. They all realised they wouldn´t be allowed to join a reward activity 

without finishing their work first. Whenever one of my boys kicked off, I tried to talk to 

him before he went home. That gave me a chance to discuss the situation, finding out 

what lay behind the behaviour, establishing boundaries and repairing our relationship.  

Having started out with one approach to using the Lego©, that was not enough and 

I had to get creative in figuring out how to use it effectively as a learning tool. 

Something that worked well a couple of times would soon cease to be interesting and I 

then had to adapt its use again. It was tricky to figure out when a session had not 
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worked due to emotional issues and when something needed adapting. Reflecting on 

that with Adam and writing the journal helped.  

The collaboration between teacher and LPSA needs to be seamless and dynamic 

when dealing with a nurture group, requiring a lot of trust. Coming from very different 

backgrounds, it could be said that Adam and I had opposite, yet complementary 

skillsets. Fortunately, he was a professional sports coach, which ensured the pupils 

improved their sports skills as well as their academics. Having been more used to a 

teaching approach of “one plan per lesson”, becoming an LPSA within a nurture group 

was a new experience for him. Adam saw it as his role to enforce boundaries, challenge 

inappropriate behaviour and remove students from lessons if required, saying he was 

quite happy to play “the bad cop”. The pupils would focus much of their hostility 

towards him and try to wind him up when things were bad at home, probably to get an 

outlet for their emotions. The pupils would say they didn´t need to listen to him, as he 

wasn´t the “real teacher”. We had frequent discussions about how to de-escalate 

tension using responses like: “I am trying to help you. I am not telling you off. How can 

we make this work better for you?” Agreeing on a strategy of how to react and 

providing ways for the pupils to calm down before things got to a crisis point helped us 

keep a consistent approach. We talked about what we struggled with when dealing 

with pupils and how to signal to each other that it was time to swap over to give each 

other a break. We also discussed what methods of evidencing learning we were using. 

Becoming involved in the planning of lessons was new to Adam. He had to spend time 

learning new skills and we would plan how to have him first learn with a student, then 

for him to teach a student with me to back him up and finally take over teaching a 

different student the same skills. It took a few months before he felt comfortable 

running a group session. His role changed from primarily dealing with behaviour to also 

teaching communication skills and assessing progress. This put him outside his comfort 

zone, but he said he trusted me to step in and support him when needed. It changed 

the attitude of the pupils, as they began seeing him as someone that could be called on 

for assistance instead of just relying on me. They started referring to him as “our 

teacher”, encouraging each other to accept his assistance, saying “Sir is a sound 

teacher, he´s safe, trust!” 

Due to time constraints, a more efficient way of sharing the planning needed to be 

found. I would often have to attend meetings straight after teaching and Adam would 

have to attend meetings elsewhere, or one of us had to make phone calls regarding 

pupils, when we were due to use those last minutes of the day to plan and prepare for 
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the following day. The amount of paperwork was overwhelming and there was never 

enough time to keep up with the continued demands for more evidencing of work, 

tracking targets and seemingly endless reports. Much of my planning got done at home 

in the evening and during weekends, working unpaid overtime. Exhausting. Adam and I 

agreed I would leave my planner on my desk, where he could access it to keep up to 

date. This worked to a limited extent. I started planning the week electronically, 

emailing him the week plan. Due to computer issues, this was not as effective as 

hoped. Printing the week plan proved most successful. I would annotate my copy to 

reflect what had got done, revise the plan and print off a new copy for the next day. I 

emailed ideas to him, he read them during calm moments within lessons and we would 

discuss these briefly “on the fly”, even in the middle of a sports session. “We´ll just 

freestyle it as usual” Adam would say with a wink. He said having a flexible plan was 

different to what he had experienced before and it seemed like a huge amount of work, 

however he could see how well it worked to calm “our boys” and that it met their 

needs better than just having a “one size fits all” lesson.  

Adam and I would pay attention to each other´s wording when calming the pupils, 

then discussing this afterwards. Adam would comment on how our different “smarts” 

changed what worked.  

Sometimes what works for you doesn´t work for me, because it´s not the way I am. I 

know about their music, sports and the gangs in the city, so I am part of that street 

culture. I know what they are talking about. You talk to them about ghosts and 

weird stuff like volcanoes and avalanches to do with Iceland and that works for you, 

because that´s your world, your culture. And the academics, you can explain and get 

them into learning and they actually want to learn. I must admit I had real doubts 

about the Lego but you got me there, I can actually see it working. I never thought 

they´d accept it, thought it would be too childish. 

It must be said that I had shared his concerns regarding the pupils rejecting the 

Lego© at the outset as childish, but this turned out not to be an issue. We talked about 

how he connected better with our more “streetwise” pupils and I connected better 

with the more “vulnerable” ones. However, when the pupils were having a go at each 

other or Adam, I found that faking the pose of a “gangster” (badly), waddling over and 

“threatening them with hugs” tended to deescalate a situation quicker than most 

things. “Am I going to have to sort you out with some hugs? You know, I´ve got plenty 

more where those come from!” Adam maintained that “by the end of the year you were 

more like a mother to them.” 
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When placing aggressive episodes into the larger context of other events taking 

place in pupil´s lives, Adam would sometimes challenge that being the real cause at the 

time, claiming the pupil in question was simply “using it as an excuse to play up”. He 

said I was being naïve in accepting their reasons and that sometimes they simply chose 

to be nasty. At the end of the research process, I explained to him this is a coping 

mechanism for me. When working with pupils I need to genuinely care about them and 

therefore I choose to use slightly “rose tinted spectacles” so I don´t end up disliking 

them. I believe the pupils sense when staff genuinely care for them and this can be a 

key element to the pupil making progress. I don´t think we get away with faking it.  

That being said, Adam and I had to be careful to present a united front. We didn´t 

always agree on the cause of behaviour or how to deal with it. On those occasions one 

of us would take the lead and after the pupils went home we would discuss the 

incident, deciding on an agreed strategy for how to approach a similar situation in 

future. We were careful to treat each other with respect and listen to the other 

person´s views. Being able to admit we were occasionally wrong and seeing the funny 

side of things eased the emotional pressure that came with the job. 

Whilst writing the journal entries, reflections regarding the events and 

observations led to changes being made in the approach for the next part of the 

research. This was sometimes discussed when collaborating with Adam, which led to a 

new understanding regarding our work or the pupil´s circumstances which changed 

how we proceeded next and, at times, changed the way we viewed our roles as 

educators. This usually took place in small increments, but sometimes a single phrase 

would vastly change how we viewed things. The cycles of development differed in 

corresponding proportions. When I tried to share these realisations with colleagues 

other than Adam, their reactions differed hugely. My chats with members of the senior 

management tended to be the most enjoyable on a professional level. 

When discussing how the Lego© seemed to affect the group, Adam and I agreed 

they were much calmer during the sessions, more focused on the task and 

remembered better what they were working on. We both noticed an increase in their 

vocabulary, that their sentences were richer and more clearly constructed. We 

speculated whether this increase in being able to word their thoughts had reduced 

their frustration, thus calming them. They also seemed to enjoy literacy tasks much 

more, reflecting on text from literature and poetry whilst building, discussing what 

each building element represented. Adam said he had been surprised to find that he 

really enjoyed the Lego© sessions as an approach to teaching. He said he´d enjoyed our 
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collaboration, feeling valued, supported and respected. “I like the team work, we´re 

there for each other.” Trust and respect were at the core of our successful 

collaboration. 

There was a profound change to my attitude regarding Special Needs education. I 

had thought that getting a diagnosis was the key to finding a “special” solution to a 

pupil´s “difficulties”. I saw my role as that of teaching them skills to help them survive 

“mainstream” education. The pupils helped me understand that “mainstream” 

education was not what they needed, as they are not “mainstream”. However, seeing 

how “mainstream” society had marginalised them right from the start, I became furious 

on their behalf. What gives society the right to give up on these pupils and marginalise 

them by labelling them as “defective”? When visiting mainstream schools, I was 

horrified to see the “one size fits all” approach. I could clearly see why they had ended 

up in a Special School, as the whole system seemed set up to reject them socially. Once 

a pupil received a diagnosis, they would either be re-integrated into a mainstream 

school who would be forced to accept the pupil because of that being the law, or 

further excluded by labelling as their needs were deemed “too severe” for a 

mainstream school to manage. The Special Schools view their role as meeting the 

“Special Educational Needs” of a particular type of pupil, so diagnosis would then signal 

further disruption to the pupil as they had to go to a different kind of Special School 

that dealt with that particular type of diagnosis. The system needs to change. I think we 

need to become our pupil´s advocates, we need to be on their side because so often 

they seem to have the whole world set against them. 

5.3 Relationships between staff and pupils reflected by attendance 

If the students don´t attend, it is hard to make much progress  or build a relationship 

with them. Their attendance before coming to our school had been sporadic and, at 

times, non-existent. The Base Co-ordinator and the Deputy Head Teacher made a point 

of remarking that good attendance figures, such as achieved by our group, are a 

testament to the quality of relationship between pupils and the staff they work with, 

showing that the pupils feel safe at school. This was evidence of improved relationships 

and trust between pupils and staff. 

Our group had the best attendance across the school during the observation 

period (92.31% compared with school average of 77.95%), qualifying for attendance 

rewards at the end of year, with an average attendance of 89.42% (85% is the 

minimum). The last term dipped below 90% attendance, mostly due to a stomach bug 
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followed by flu, one pupil having a bad accident and another pupil being transferred to 

a different base, where he refused to attend. A list of the group´s attendance figures 

was put up in the classroom every week and success celebrated.  The pupils took pride 

in the group´s attendance, encouraging each other to keep showing up for school. The 

following graph shows group attendance by percentages during the whole academic 

year. 

 

Fig. 6 Group attendance by % 

During the whole academic year, 37 absences (48%) are due to medical reasons 

(attending appointments for diagnosis or medical services). 15 absences (20%) are due 

to authorised circumstances (attending funerals, being off sick or having to stay off 

school until a meeting is arranged due to behaviour incidents). The last 25 absences 

(32%) are due to pupils not showing up for school or staying off sick without a parent 

having notified the school. This means that on average each pupil in the group was off 

due to medical reasons for 7 days, off sick for 3 days and absent without reason for 5 

days out of the whole academic year. The following graph shows group absences by 

type for the whole academic year. 
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Fig. 7 Group absences by type 

The following graph shows total group absences by type for the whole academic year. 

 

Fig. 8 Types of absences 

5.4 Behaviour points 

Looking at the group weekly averages of behaviour points for the whole school year the 

highest value is 4 and the lowest value is 0.76, a range of 3. 24 points. The average 
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graph shows group weekly averages for the whole academic year. 
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Fig. 9 Group weekly averages 

Looking at the group weekly averages for the observation period (4. Jan to 28. Apr 

2016) the highest value is 3.4 and the lowest value is 2.51, a range of 0.89 points. 

Comparing those to the figures for the whole year, the range is reduced significantly by 

2.35 points. The average value of 2.93 had increased by 0.08 points, hardly changing at 

all. The following graph shows group weekly averages for the observation period. 

 

Fig. 10 Weekly average during observation 

The fluctuations at the start of the academic year in September are quite expected 

as pupils are settling in. The second half term has the least fluctuations of 0.52 points, 

when three new pupils arrived and the group was settling in. The largest fluctuations of 

2.44 points occur within the last half term, largely to do with events outside the 

classroom. The start of the summer term in April generally sees more unsettled 

behaviour, where pupils began worrying about the following academic year, knowing 
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this would entail switching groups and teachers. The end of year assessments loom 

ahead, there are more school trips and less structured events happening. It is not 

surprising to see a broader range within the individual figures compared with whole 

group figures, as one pupil having low scores gets counteracted by another´s high 

scores. 

Even if they struggled to complete the Lego© sessions, the pupils would request 

them. Despite upsets, their defences lowered, especially during the Lego© 

BuildToExpress sessions. They began giving reasons by isolating the behaviour and 

putting that in context with how it makes others feel. This increasingly replaced 

swearing at each other, insulting or being derogatory of the other person. 

The daily behaviour points record progress, however recording different aspects of 

behaviour from the SOUL measures. When considering the whole group averages, the 

fluctuations in range reduce by 0.89 points during the observation period with the 

group average rising only by a negligible amount. As can be seen by the line graph for 

the observation period (Fig. 10) and comparing it to the line graph for the whole year 

(Fig. 9), there is a buffering of the points with peaks and troughs reduced somewhat. It 

seemed that when the Lego© and games were brought in, we would see a more stable 

behaviour pattern emerging. When comparing low scores, those coincided with 

traumatising events within the pupil´s family, such as domestic violence, drug abuse, 

episodes of mental illness or homelessness. There were also troughs coinciding with 

pupils making friends with other young individuals who were in trouble with the police. 

Some low scores coincided with bullying incidences. Peaks of high scores appeared 

when things had stabilised again, as well as during the days after parents or carers had 

attended a school meeting. When discussing a pupil´s frequent melt downs with 

specialist staff at the school, they explained that as a pupil’s home situation worsens, 

what limited control the pupil has over their own behaviour will be spent holding it 

together at home, then exploding at school as it is a safe environment in which to let 

go, as the adults at school are responsible people who they can trust will not harm 

them. This is like what Kate Cairns describes regarding traumatised children when they 

start to feel safe with a foster family (Cairns, 2002).  

5.5 SOUL measures 

The findings show that in three of the four areas this group made double the expected 

progress, the largest increase (278%) having to do with Self, followed by Universal 

(225%) and Others (193%). The least progress made was within the area of Learning 
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(19%). Although this was disappointing, it also brings home that these pupils have 

spent years failing at learning, so it is perhaps unfair to expect their attitude to learning 

to change completely in such a short time. The most important area here is their 

attitude to their self, their confidence in dealing with others and being able to control 

their own behaviour better. In all those areas, the progress was very encouraging. 

Despite limited change in their attitude to learning, many of them made considerable 

progress in academics, some achieving double the expected progress in Maths. 

The baseline was set during December 2015, using the first SOUL measures data 

point after all group members had started their educational placement at this Special 

School. Once the observation period ended, the following data point of 27. May 2016 

was used as a final value. The difference between the two yielded a value that shows 

progress or digression in each of the areas. The school´s expectations are that progress 

of two sub levels be made each academic year. As the period in question equates to 

half an academic year, the expected progress was 8.33%. On average, the group made 

15.03% progress in all four areas, 6.61% above expected progress.  

The greatest amount of difference (278% of expected progress) was to do with 

Self, pupils showing self-discipline in time keeping and self-restraint when working in a 

group, treating school equipment responsibly and interacting positively with peers and 

adults outside lessons.  

When it came to co-operation and understanding of others, nearly double (193%) 

the expected progress was made. Whilst pupils found it easy to voice their own 

opinion, getting them to do so in an appropriate and respectful way was quite a 

challenge. The same applied for getting them to listen to the opinion of others, 

understanding that even if they differ from their own, they are still valid. The pupils 

would challenge intolerant views of others and as time passed, their method of doing 

so included arguments to support their view of why they considered it so, instead of 

just swearing or using other inappropriate language.  

The universal skills of becoming self-motivated and actively engaged in activities, 

developing a positive attitude to trying out new things, modelling appropriate 

behaviour to others, leading activities and encouraging others to take part increased by 

more than double (226%) of expected progress. This is one of the findings that 

surprised me, as I hadn´t felt as if we were making much headway. When cons idering 

what things were like to begin with when the group more than doubled, made me 

realise just how far we had come. When comparing this with the findings from the 
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journal entries, examples that show progress in this area include the less academic 

sessions where the written content was reduced and creative content increased, using 

drawing, painting, clay modelling, Lego© and games to learn. 

The most frustrating area is that of Learning, where only 19% of expected progress 

was made. When the pupils arrive at this Special School, their belief in having any 

ability to learn or willingness to listen to advice on how to do things better is serious ly 

compromised. It is not surprising that this is the most challenging area for making 

progress. That does not mean that there are no examples of success. The use of target 

sheets in Maths worked well, as well as setting individual targets in English. Pupi ls 

acquired literacy skills but would often refuse to apply them for written work, the most 

challenging area of teaching that year. “I know how to use capitals and full stops, but I 

just can´t be fucking bothered! Who cares! I´m not in the mood!”  Bruce made double 

the expected progress in Maths. Significant progress was made within ICT, especially in 

programming. It proved difficult to let them use the computers as they would go off 

track and then kick off (become verbally and often physically abusive) when staff 

stopped them. Pupils refusing to complete assessments was the prime obstacle to 

progress. They hated reading and doing written work with a passion. 

When small steps of learning happened, the pupils seemed surprised that they 

could learn. Initially they would latch onto that particular part of the subject, refusing 

to move on to learning anything else. “I only want to do the programming, I can´t be 

bothered with this” and “I only want to use MyMaths, I ain´t learning in books” meant 

that widening their learning approach was tricky. They didn´t seem to believe they 

could. In time, they would admit in private that they wanted to learn, discussing 

possible career options and what knowledge they would need to succeed. Involving 

them in setting targets and showing them what progress they were making using 

tracking sheets worked well most of the time. Asking them in what order they wanted 

to approach tasks seemed to help them feel more empowered, gradually moving 

towards learning independently. They got homework but there was no obligation to 

complete or return it. Removing that obligation, they had a choice to do so and 

occasionally did, even asking for specific types of work to take home.  

The depth of expression and interpretation when using Lego© to express poetry 

surprised me. “The blue flames mean the moonbeams on the water and these coloured 

ones are the starlight. I know it´s not exactly like it but can I use it as a metaphor?”  The 

builds seemed to bypass their usual difficulty remembering a process , and when they 

used complex sentences with connectives fluently, pointing at the different Lego© 
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elements and explaining them without any difficulty, it blew my mind. “See these hats? 

They are witch hats and I put them on the trees to say that these are dark woods. It´s a 

metaphor for dark, magical powers because it´s a scary place. Cool, innit?”  They also 

pointed to the parts of the poem they were using, confirming the connection. I felt the 

same level of understanding was not achieved through reading, analysing and 

discussing the poem in the lessons where using a more traditional approach to 

teaching. Taking pictures of the builds made it easier for the pupils to accept having to 

disassemble their builds. They would also refer to the pictures later when discussing 

the sessions with others. 

5.6 A brief summary of findings 

The approach described above can be clearly shown to work. It proved much more 

challenging to implement the use of Lego© within this nurture group than I had 

expected. The pupils liked using the Lego©, much to Adam´s surprise. No single 

approach proved most successful although the students preferred using Lego© 

BuildToExpress as a guessing game for concepts. During the observation period the 

behaviour improved, pupils made nearly double the expected progress within social 

skills as measured by the SOUL measures, the group attendance remained well above 

the school minimum and was, in fact, the best attendance of any group within the 

school. Progress in speech- and language was noticeable with increased vocabulary and 

improved sentence structure. The group members policed each other, demanding 

respect from each other and the wider peer group for “Miss and Sir” once we had 

proven we could be trusted and were “safe”. The complex nature of the group 

demanded a more flexible, creative and individualised approach to teaching than either 

staff member had been used to previously.  
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Pupil´s social and human capital 

The way the lives of young people and experiences are shaped by social 

relationships, where their participation is obligatory. Exploring these relationships, 

the norms and values that shape them, leading to the production of social capital. 

(Allan & Catts, 2012) 

By focusing on the shared values of trust, feelings of belonging and being valued, we 

considered how the pilot project created opportunities for pupils to access bonding, 

bridging and linking social capital. This helped us reflect on how the different types of 

social capital constrained or supported the pupils when engaging in education.  

Our pupils were perceived as coming from a “deprived” background. The idea of 

what makes society consider their background “deprived” is based on a social construct 

of an “ideal” background for a child to come from. This artificial construct of a 

“desirable” background marginalises those pupils as unwanted and inferior (Smith R. , 

2000). O´Brien and Fathaigh (2005) state it seems the general assumption that “lower-

class parents should simply act more like white middle-class parents for the benefit of 

their children”. During his discussion on labelling and social exclusion, Corbett (Clough 

& Corbett, 2000) summarises Bordieu´s argument regarding cultural differences 

beautifully: 

Bordieu argues that the differential educational outcomes/attainments of pupils 

belonging to different social groups are largely due to the discontinuity between 

home and school experienced by members of these groups. More widely he 

emphasises that schools are not culturally neutral and objective institutions but, 

rather, promote the culture of the dominant classes. He also employs the 

metaphor of the various forms of capital, in order to show how value may be 

ascribed to the various cultural forms within society, in order to make the 

argument as to how cultural differences are interpreted as cultural deficiencies 

within schools and may thus lead to differential educational attainments relating 

to the membership of various groups.  

Their families had limited education, were considered poor in financial terms and 

had history of being in trouble with the authorities. This ranged from “anti -social 

behaviour”, family members being involved in drugs, in prison, having mental illness or 

abuse taking place in the home. One student became homeless during the observation 
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period. All of this meant our pupils had limited access to social capital and had felt 

branded as “trouble” from the beginning of their education. Smith (2000), having 

looked at how pupils were being allocated to special schools, finding that  

[…] an aspect which was found to be crucial, even decisive sometimes, in 

determining boys´ identifications and allocations to particular ´special´ categories 

such as their lack of conformity to particular forms of bodily control, expression 

and self-management, or their inabilities to produce the ´right bodies´ within 

school were firmly located by teachers within these boys´ localities and thereby 

emanating from their family backgrounds and the kinds of problematic 

masculinities such backgrounds were believed to produce. 

Smith (2000) further maintains that due to the imposed cultural expectations 

within the schools, the education is incompatible with white, working class boys. That 

certainly seemed to apply in this school, where majority of the pupils , like my group, 

were white, working class boys. Young (1990) described how deviant and inferior 

identities were created in relationships to dominant norms: 

To experience cultural imperialism means to experience how the dominant 

meanings of society render the particular perspective of one´s own group invisible 

and mark it out as the Other.  

 Cultural imperialism involves the universalization of a dominant group´s 

experience and culture and its establishment as the norm… Often without noticing 

that they do so, the dominant groups project their own experience as 

representative of humanity as such. 

In this way, the pupils were being punished for their class , marginalised as deviant 

and dangerous to the rest of the school community. Being made to feel unwanted by 

the educational community from the start, I did not find it surprising that they had 

rejected the educational system and anyone, who in their eyes, represented that 

system. The pupils had lost a significant portion of access to their existing social capital 

when they were removed from their previous school and moved to this school. They 

lost touch with most of their existing peers, most of them were from other parts of the 

city, so they didn´t know the area, didn´t know the school staff and the school was 

usually not in walking distance of their home. They had been deemed “not good 

enough” for “mainstream” and the world seemed set aga inst them. They described 

themselves as rejects, outcasts and useless. They did not deem themselves capable of 

learning and didn´t see the point in us trying to teach them. Their families felt unable to 
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support their learning at home. Learned helplessness was in firm residence within their 

hearts.  

Coleman explored the possibility of how social capital could, in the form of 

relationships and networks, possibly negate the negative effects of poverty on 

opportunities throughout schooling. His focus was on how it could mediate and be a 

powerful factor in preventing disadvantage, however thus “produced a deficit model of 

poverty based on middle class norms and values” (Coleman, 1988). 

School was initially a place these pupils didn´t feel was part of “their world”. They 

felt rejected by the whole world, dumped in a “rubbish school”. Very angry indeed, 

expressing feelings of helplessness and rejection. This was further evidenced by their 

refusal to wear the school uniform, considering this would get them singled out as a 

“fuckin´ loser” in the community, especially as time passed and they wanted to look 

“tougher”. They were afraid of each other and didn´t want to accept each other as 

friends. They didn´t see the school as providing them with an advantage, and therefore 

refused to access the social capital that was on offer for them to begin with. They did 

not want to include the school as part of their lifeworld. This agrees with Woolcock´s 

statement that bonding social capital may constrain people´s engagement in education 

and society (Woolcock, 1998). 

Once staff had proven to be trustworthy through everyday encounters, the pupils 

allowed themselves to accept some of the social capital staff provided. Adam 

connected with them through bonding social capital, sharing parts of their culture. My 

connection to them was more through bridging social capital, as my foreign culture 

appealed to their curiosity, as well as placing me partly outside of the society that had 

excluded them. They began using language such as “safe” and “sound” and symbols 

such as bumping fists to signal acceptance of staff into their lifeworld, before starting 

to identify with the school on a larger scale. The smallness of the school made 

connecting to school administrators on a positive level easier, seeing them as persons 

rather than just figures of authority, thus providing them with linking social capital. 

Pupils would begin reshaping their own identity as learners as they experienced being 

capable of learning. This happened very slowly, as can be expected after the learned 

helplessness had got established during years of academic failure. Their families had a 

history of failing at education, so they did not expect to succeed. They had very little 

social capital at home with regards to education, as they rarely found their family 

members willing or capable of helping them learn. The pupils felt trapped in a situation 

that demanded more of them than they seemed to believe themselves capable of 
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doing, which showed when they would literally jump out of the window to escape a 

lesson. As the academic year progressed, they would increase their access to social 

capital by staying in the lessons more often, participating more fully, accepting 

assistance from staff and, occasionally, each other. This agrees with theory of self-

efficacy, which states that there is a correlation between expectations of success and 

effort made in actually making an effort in tackling tasks and how long is spent on task. 

Belief of own ability is not necessarily linked to actual ability, but tends to greatly 

influence the outcome. Increasing an individual´s belief in their ability, increases the 

likelihood of that individual successfully completing the task. Seeing others successfully 

talking a similar task increases an individual´s ability, especially if the successful 

individual is a peer. Encouragement is also a significant factor for increasing belief of 

own ability (Guðmundur B. Arnkelsson, 2006). This agrees with the findings of Smith 

(2007), where pupils made much more progress working on a skill with peers than they 

did working with teachers.  

The pupils expressed that creating a “safe space” in the classroom for them to 

withdraw to and adjusting the environment to reduce sensory input helped them stay 

in the lessons. Witnessing the change in their sense of self-worth, confidently assisting 

one another in a respectful and kind manner, gave me a “warm and fuzzy” feeling that 

is one of my main motivator in being an educator. The pupils built up trust, bonding, 

bridging and linking social capital. These along with the emerging reciprocity of pupils 

towards staff and peers are what Allan and Catts  (2012) put forth as the key elements 

of social capital. Portes (1998) described human capital as what is contained in a 

person´s head. Through accessing the temporary bridging social capital from staff and 

bonding social capital from peers, the pupils increased their human capital, which is 

what they will take away with them into their future lives. Does a pupil gain more 

human capital by acquiring self-confidence as well as strategies for better self-control, 

collaborating and communicating? I believe so.  

Although Coleman (Allan & Catts, 2012) consider the good of social capital being in 

relation to school attainment, the bonding social capital some of the pupils attained in 

making friends within the school, meant they got into trouble with the police outside of 

school. In being placed in a “school for bad boys”, their access to bonding social capital 

in the form of peers that would encourage them to be socially responsible, was largely 

cut off. This correlates with Woolcock´s statements of access to bonding capital 

sometimes restricting participation in education and society (Woolcock, 1998). 
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As the pupils began realising they were there for the long haul, they began altering 

the way they dressed. They also tried influencing my choice of trainers, claiming I 

needed to look cool. It seems at that point they identified with “our class” and included 

myself and Adam as part of that unit, establishing increased bonding social capital. 

They accepted the school as their own and began showing pride at belonging to the 

“tough crowd”. They reconstructed their own and each other´s identities through our 

everyday encounters, using their own language and symbols. The school had become 

an important part of their life and they identified as belonging to it, thus including it 

within their own lifeworld.  

6.1.1 In the context of systematic use of Lego© within the classroom, how do pupils 

with complex needs interact with each other and staff?  

When arriving at the school the pupils were very angry towards the world of education 

and anyone working within it. It took time for staff to build a positive relationship with 

pupils before progress within academic subjects could be seen. Increased trust showed 

in protective attitude of pupils towards staff, gestures of being “safe” and continued 

good attendance.   

The pupils showed very limited communication and collaboration skills before the 

observation period started. By modelling communication skills, allowing pupils to 

practice building individually and reducing possibility of “being wrong”, they became 

more willing to build collaboratively. Their body language and attitude became less 

defensive and their spoken communication became less offensive, especially when 

using the Lego© BuildToExpress sets. The most telling marker of how much trust got 

built up between the pupils, was when they felt comfortable assisting each other on 

tasks, discussing their work, offering to help each other and most importantly, 

accepting help from each other. The first signs of this happened during Lego© builds 

and then transferred over to other academic tasks. This agrees broadly with the kind of 

improvement in social interactions experienced by participants in the Lego©-Based 

Therapy outcome studies (LeGoff et al, 2014). 

Enormous progress was made by the pupils when considering their social skills as is 

evidenced by the SOUL measures. They made more than double the expected progress 

in becoming self-motivated and actively engaged in activities, developing a positive 

attitude to trying out new things. When co-operating and showing understanding of 

others, they made nearly double the expected progress during the observation period. 

The first successful group sessions took place in March, once the underlying building 
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and communication skills had been worked on. This also agrees broadly with the kind 

of improvement in social interactions experienced by participants in the Lego©-Based 

Therapy outcome studies (LeGoff et al, 2014). 

Despite their attitude to learning having improved by only a fifth of the expected 

progress, some of them made double the expected progress within Maths. Their 

greatest obstacle seemed to be their literacy skills, reading and writing, which is not 

surprising given that many of them have confirmed reading difficulties. A buffering 

impact showed up in the behaviour points during the observation period, which may 

suggest that the more concrete learning approach and revised literacy demands have 

helped the pupils stay more balanced and focused on their tasks. This agrees with the 

findings of the KEYS program, where pupil´s academic achievement grows as their 

social competencies develop (Danforth & Smith, 2005). 

Successful group building sessions using the Lego©-Based Therapy model took 

place in March, where pupils showed obvious improvement within communication and 

collaboration skills. Factors including anger management sessions and other social skills 

sessions were part of the natural learning environment. The progress made by the 

pupils is the result of a flexible, nurturing approach where several elements and 

approaches are mixed and individualised to suit each situation, so the progress can´t be 

only put down to the use of Lego©. However, I would note that many of the 

“breakthrough” moments took place during Lego© sessions, which appeared to start off 

a process where tension between students reduced and collaborative efforts improved 

considerably. In fact, I would state that the largest impact made was down to the pupils 

feeling wanted at the school and feeling supported by the staff, instead of feeling 

marginalised and judged as inferior.  

The Lego© build seemed to be an effective learning tool, making it easier for pupils 

to express their understanding of learning content compared with using written work. 

Photographing their build kept a record of their work, useful when explaining the 

sessions to others. The pupils showed obvious pride in the outcome of these sessions. 

It is interesting to note that the pupil that seemed to get the greatest benefit during 

the observation period was the one who struggled most with literacy. This agrees 

broadly with the kind of progress that has been made with pupils that have speech and 

language difficulties when they have had Lego©-Based Therapy sessions (Ralph & 

Rochester, 2016). 
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When analysing the behaviour points, a pattern emerged, with peak and troughs 

coinciding mainly with events outside of school and in some cases with bullying 

incidents within the school. A buffering pattern emerged during the observation 

period, showing a calmer time for the group. It cannot be stated with certainty that this 

is directly due to the Lego© and games being brought in as there were too many factors 

present to establish a cause and effect relationship, but it might open up possibilities 

for further study.  

Where the pupils had constructed a view of school as a hostile environment, 

where they had to fight the staff who represented the authority that had forced them 

into this situation, that changed. They expressed feeling helpless, powerless and afraid, 

at the mercy of forces beyond their control. They raged against this, trying to regain 

power by the only means they knew, rebellion. When faced with a caring attitude, 

patience, flexibility and understanding, they gradually relaxed and reconsidered their 

view of the world of education. They moved from a position of complete distrust to 

allowing weakness to show, trusting that the adults working with them would care for 

them and fight their corner. That was quite a journey towards trust. 

6.1.2 How are perceived attitudes of staff and parents/carers evident in the way 

pupils talk and act about themselves and their education?  

The pupil´s attitude towards themselves showed a lack of self-esteem and hopelessness 

about being able to influence their lives for the better. Repeating negative statements 

about their own capability and bleak future prospects, a defeatist and defensive 

attitude, indicated that they felt the world was against them. Once they had begun 

witnessing evidence of progress, they opened up about possibilities for the future, 

becoming more active in planning their own education. In this case, having a single 

teacher for all subjects and the same LPSA provided stability which nurtured trust 

between pupils and staff. The pupils became very protective of the staff, using gestures 

and wording to signal trust. The staff also became quite protective of their pupils, 

referring to them as “our boys”. This caring attitude promoted a feeling of belonging 

and being wanted in the pupils, who expressed that for the first time in their lives they 

felt they were welcome at a school. The parents further confirmed that their children 

felt the staff listened to them and were fair in dealing with whatever situations cropped 

up. As the pupils bonded, they began referring to themselves as “a gang” and “a tough 

crowd”, taking pride in having survived being at our school. They signalled they 

considered the staff to be part of that “tough crowd”, making suggestions for staff 

clothing choices that would fit the group image. They had reformed their identity from 
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being outcasts, to forging a new group identity of tough survivors. They expressed a 

more hopeful view of their future prospects and being able to learn. 

6.1.3 What impact does working with a nurture group have on the staff working 

most closely with the pupils?  

This experience rocked my world as far as teaching was concerned. From viewing the 

pupils as individuals that needed “fixing”, I came to see how wrongly they were being 

treated by the wider society. I realised that from the outset the system was stacked 

against our pupils, their resources as far as social capital was concerned were limited, 

as their families were not part of the middle class which the system sets its parameters 

of “desirable norm” by. The label our pupils received further deprived them, even if the 

“behavioural” bit got dropped from “emotional and behavioural difficulties” to make it 

less stigmatising. It was more difficult for this Special School to secure funding 

compared with Special Schools that catered for more socially acceptable labels of 

difficulties, as our pupils were stigmatised as “less deserving” by those holding the 

purse strings.  That attitude is, sadly, unsurprising as society seems locked into an 

obsession with punishments and rewards. However, society is punishing these pupils 

for belonging to a social class that is considered inferior. How is that fair? 

When teaching such pupils, the approach taken differs from what both myself as 

the teacher and Adam as the LPSA were used to. Planning needed to be much more 

flexible and responsive to pupil moods and areas of interest. Reducing sensory stimuli, 

providing stress toys and a calming down area made it easier for pupils to stay in the 

classroom. Several different modes of learning had to be prepared and tasks divided 

into smaller chunks. Reviewing and revising the plan each day was initially stressful, but 

in time the flexibility was found to provide freedom. Use of language needed to be 

sensitive, wording things carefully and monitoring own body language to reduce 

tension took a lot of energy. When establishing boundaries, exploring what lay behind 

the behaviour and being mindful of repairing relationships was paramount. As the 

pupils would quickly lose interest in one approach, there was a continual need to be 

creative in finding new approaches for using the Lego© effectively as a teaching tool, 

reflecting on whether a session had suffered due to emotional issues or if the approach 

needed adjusting. This meant a constant cycle of developing my communication and 

teaching approach, drawing on elements of previous experience when teaching social 

skills, implementing those, assessing how that worked and then adjusting my approach 

again.  
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Close teamwork with the LPSA was crucial to dealing with students effectively. 

Adapting the role of the LPSA from focusing on enforcing boundaries to including him 

in planning and teaching called for him to learn new skills. Time constraints called for 

communicating digitally and planning “on the fly”. This also meant the pupils saw him 

in a different light and began seeking assistance from him. By keeping the boundaries 

clear and consistent, the pupils realised they didn´t need to keep pushing us. They saw 

us consistently backing each other up, neither giving in when the other one had said 

“no”. They saw us as “bear strict”, but fair and this consistent maintaining of 

boundaries built up trust. My teaching style contained a warmer, more caring approach 

than seemed to be the norm within English schools. This is a crucial element, in my 

view, to establishing and maintaining trust, especially within such a volatile 

environment with pupils with complex needs.  

When looking at the larger picture of how Lego© can be applied, I believe it could 

be a powerful tool for promoting inclusion, especially if used at an early stage. There is 

certainly scope for more research into that aspect of it. Lego©-Based Therapy promotes 

collaboration and communication, key for making friends, building social ties. If our 

pupils had made more friends at an earlier age and had the opportunity to feel 

accepted, would they have ended up excluded? With the amount of damage done to 

their self-image by the time they came to us, we were working on damage limitation. 

Most of them didn´t want to return to mainstream once they felt accepted and cared 

for. It is as the Deputy Head Teacher (interview with Deputy Head Teacher, 2015) said 

“A luxury problem when they start to enjoy learning in the creative way you use , that 

they don´t want to go back.” 

In teaching, deep, transformational processes are possible. For me, this process is 

never complete, as I love learning and love seeing others gain a love for learning. Both 

Adam and myself were faced with a change in the way we considered our roles. I was 

used to working more closely with my fellow teachers, but this environment called for a 

closer collaboration with the LPSA, involving him more actively in decision making and 

delegating power. He enjoyed having his voice heard, taking a more active part and 

feeling more appreciated, instead of his previously constructed ideas of the LPSA 

having a passive role, simply following the instructions of the teacher and being “the 

bad cop” in the room when pupils needed keeping in line. He had reconstructed and 

widened his ideas of his working environment and our roles, as a result of our 

collaboration. He also expressed that his view of the pupils had changed following 

many of our discussions, which meant challenging some of the stereotypical, negative 
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ideas he had got used to accepting as facts in the past. When discussing the 

professional development within reflective practices, Danforth and Smith (2005) state 

that “Students who resist us and the systems we are supposed to represent evoke deep 

learning in us. They draw us out. They challenge us to reflect on our own meanings.”  

Adam and I both got used to repeating the cycles of development, as teaching 

marginalised pupils means having to unlearn much of what we had learned about 

education. We often joked that we were never bored. Just as working with the pupils 

changed our outlook on life, I believe we also changed their view of the world. I felt 

challenged and elated at the same time, working at the edge of my capabilities, 

learning something new every day. It felt as if my whole world view was subtly shifted 

every day. 

6.1.4 Weaknesses of this study 

The subject covered is of a complex nature and therefore it was challenging to maintain 

focus, demarcating which areas to delve into and which to cover more sparingly or not 

at all. Bringing in the medical model and behaviour theory could have provided a more 

comprehensive basis for analysis and discussion. Delving deeper into the caring 

approach to education could have strengthened the conclusions and provided a richer 

discussion regarding the teaching approach. Due to the restrictive educational setting, 

it was also not possible to further explore how using Lego© could benefit pupils with 

complex needs within a mainstream setting, perhaps providing a method of reducing 

their marginalisation. A more quantitative data set including grades in core subjects 

might have tracked wider progress more accurately. Further research needs to take 

these weaknesses into account. 

6.1.5 There were a few surprises 

When starting this project, I assumed that like in Iceland, virtually every pupil in 

England had played with Lego©. This was a cultural difference I had not expected to 

find. The overall approach needed overhauling straight away, which is why so many 

adaptations preceded the Lego©-Based Therapy sessions. Adam and I had also worried 

the pupils might find using Lego© to be childish. Being a huge fan of Lego©, I tried to 

choose types of Lego© that the pupils were likely to find interesting. To Adam´s 

surprise, they liked building very much. When the pupils expressed the biggest benefit 

to have been making friends during the Lego© sessions, that was also unexpected.  
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7 Conclusion 

This research focused on the experiences of a group of pupils with complex needs and 

staff members during the use of Lego© as a teaching tool to promote communication and 

collaboration between pupils with complex needs. The use of Lego© proved a key factor 

to opening up opportunities for discussions and progress in other areas, indicated by the 

progress made as measured by the SOUL measures and the observed buffering effect of 

Lego© on behaviour points. However, as the situation we dealt with was complex, other 

factors greatly influenced the outcome and had to be taken into account. What was the 

“magic ingredient” that made it all work? Summing up what has been listed above, it is 

all about caring and trust. Consistently treating the pupils and each other with caring, 

patience, respect and consistency. Establishing and maintaining boundaries in a 

professional and caring manner. The pupils trusting that they could learn and that we 

were there to help them. Us trusting that we would back each other up and find a way 

to make progress. This was our journey towards trust. 

Looking at things in a larger context, we cannot ignore the issue of social justice. 

Our pupils had been marginalised for years before ending up at this school. They felt 

completely rejected and in turn rejected the system that had excluded them. They saw 

being sent to this school as the end of the road, that there was no hope for them. They 

were excluded into special schooling through labelling, with the exclusion being 

marketed as if it were in their best interest. They lost access to their local peer group, a 

significant source of bonding capital with the potential of increasing their engagement 

with educational and social opportunities. How is that right? How is that fair? Is that 

the world we want for our pupils?  

The school was stigmatised as well, being at a disadvantage when vying for 

funding. I have great respect for the staff working at the school, who became the 

advocates of the pupils. Working with these pupils was certainly emotionally taxing, but 

the largest frustration experienced was how unfair the system was when it came to 

looking after their interests. Time spent on red tape for an impending inspection 

reduced opportunities for utilising creative and inspiring educational approaches. 

Educators need to prioritise what their time is spent on and fight for what they believe 

is right for their pupils. Giving up is not an option. 
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Appendix A: Types of Lego© used 

LEGO© StoryStarter 

  

LEGO© BuildToExpress 

 

LEGO© Mindstorms Robots 
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LEGO© Mixels 

 

LEGO© traditional sets 
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LEGO© minifigures 

 

Freestyle LEGO© 
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Appendix B: Behaviour points 

Examples of points and behaviour are given in the table below: 

Table 3 Behaviour points and examples 

Points Behaviour example 

+5  A very good day, worked exceedingly well and stayed on task, even 

when there were disruptions. 

+4  Good work today, a little quiet at first but settled in ok and completed 

a good piece of written work. 

+3  Easily drawn into silly behaviour by others in class but has worked 

well when concentrating. 

+2 Minor disruptive 

behaviour.  

The pupil has had a good morning but the afternoon session wasn't 

brill at all. He kept talking over the teacher and being very disruptive. 

He was asked to leave the classroom.  

+1 Breaking base rules by 

going off site. 

Did get some work out of the pupil, he still wanted to mess about in 

class and push his luck while the teacher was trying to teach. Left 

school at lunch and ran home. I phoned Mum, she has called him and 

she said that he had gone to his sisters. 

0 Extensive and persistent 

disruptive behaviour.  

The pupil was not settled at all today, he was in and out of the 

classroom, disruptive, running around the school, entering other 

classes and not doing any work. 

-1 Persistent disruptive 

behaviour, some verbal abuse. 

Usually includes swearing and 

some sexualised language. 

From the time he came in, the pupil said he was tired but wanted to 

play pool and did little work. He tried to get his classmates to mess 

about in class with him. Walked out of the classroom, verbally 

abusive to staff. We get this a lot when he doesn't like the lesson or 

doesn't get what he wants. 

-2 Persistent disruptive 

behaviour, severe verbal abuse 

and unsafe behaviour. Usually 

includes continued swearing 

and sexualised language. 

 

On activities, the pupil messed about and wouldn't listen to any 

instruction given by staff (safety issue). When back at school he was 

meant to go straight home but stayed on the grounds and climbed 

trees, refusing to listen and being verbally abusive to staff. School 

had to phone Dad to pick him up in the end. 

-3 Severe verbal abuse towards 

staff and pupils, hitting 

objects. Swearing and 

sexualised language, may 

include threats to staff or 

pupils. 

 

 

The morning was wasted by the pupil. He sat in class for 10mins, 

verbally attacked another young person. When challenged about it he 

swore at the teacher and walked out. Once out of class he was again 

was swearing at staff and verbally abusive towards two other staff 

members. Hitting displays in the hallway. 

-4 Severe verbal abuse towards 

staff and pupils, lashing out, 

damaging objects. Often 

Pupil has been in and out of class, no work completed, walked in 

another classroom and was verbally abusive to a member of staff. 
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includes threats to staff or 

pupils. 

Ripped down displays. He swung out to hit another member of staff 

while escorted off school grounds.  

-5 Physical assaults and 

extensive damage to 

properties. Usually includes 

threats to staff or pupils. 

Attacking other pupils, kicking in doors, breaking windows, trashing 

the classroom, physically assaulting staff. (This number of points is 

also used if there is a racist incident.) 

Unsettled and persistently 

disruptive behaviour 

Anything from shouting out several times, tapping pens continually 

on the table, wandering around the room, throwing small items such 

as pencils, erasers, exercise books or balls of paper around the room, 

singing (usually rapping) loudly and continually throughout the 

lesson or continually interrupting and talking over others. 

Inappropriate behaviour Includes using sexualised language and sexualised body language, 

such as touching their selves or others in private areas, grinding their 

selves against furniture (sometimes whilst making moaning sounds), 

going on about the sexual persuasion of others (often in a 

homophobic manner), asking staff about their sex life or sexual 

persuasion. Sending someone the finger or making rude hand 

gestures also falls within inappropriate behaviour. 

Verbally abusive behaviour 

from pupils 

Mostly consists of calling other pupils or staff by rude names, such as 

bitch, slag, whore, cunt, mong, retard, wanker, asshole, dickhead, 

fucker, mother fucker or perv. The most common insults are telling 

people to fuck off, get fucked, get the fuck away or shut up. 

Variations on that theme form the basis of most of the insults. Calling 

someone a div or idiot happens at times in relaxed situations and 

pupils tend to use that as “banter”, a form of joking with each other. 

Racial insults such as calling a person a nigger or white tras h are 

considered highly inappropriate. Threats to staff sometimes extend to 

threatening to break into their home, beating them up, stabbing them, 

“bagging” them or raping them. Verbal threats between pupils are 

mostly about beating people up, kicking them, giving them a 

“thrashing” or “stomping” them. 

Physically aggressive 

behaviour from pupils towards 

physical objects 

Ranges from things such as hitting display boards, tearing down 

displays and punching walls, to throwing chairs across the room, 

kicking doors, breaking windows and damaging walls. 

Physical abuse against others  Range from actions such as shoving people, pushing past staff, 

throwing things at people to punching others, grabbing them in a 

choke hold, head-butting or kicking them. This also includes 

threatening others (or hitting them) with a weapon. There can be 

occasions of sexual attacks, but those were extremely rare. 
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Appendix C: Restitution 

The restitution approach is based on Dianne Gossen´s instructor experience in Reality 

Therapy when working with American Psychiatrist William Glasser (author of the book 

“Control Theory in the Classroom”), and her learnings from working within the 

Aboriginal communities of Northern Canada. She adapted Glasser´s theories for school 

discipline. The program is formally called “Restitution Self Discipline”. It is value based, 

states that we all have needs that we are trying to fulfil in the best way we know how, 

those needs consisting of belonging, having power (influence), freedom, joy and safety. 

Our behaviour being fuelled by our needs, we need to find ways of meeting those 

needs without impinging on the needs of others. 

Glasser´s Reality Therapy assumes that the cause of feeling bad and acting out is 

due to the individual being unable of fulfilling their natural needs for belonging, power, 

joy, freedom and safety. He put forward the theories of the “Quality School” and 

“Control Theory”.  

Safety refers to physical needs, having a home, food and clothing. This also 

includes physical wellbeing and health.  

Belonging refers to belonging to a social group, giving and receiving affection, 

feeling that you are a valued participant in the group. 

Power or influence refers to feeling you are capable, making progress, that you are 

important. It can show as a need to control others but first and foremost it is a need for 

self-control, control over what you do, your circumstances and life. 

Freedom and independence refers to having a choice, being independent, being in 

a creative environment and having flexibility. 

Fun and enjoyment refers to learning something new, having a good time, enjoying 

yourself. 

 

Glasser categorises behaviour into four types: Executive (visible), thought 

(intention), emotion (feeling/mood) and physical (central nervous system). He uses a 

metaphor of a front wheel drive car where the first (front) wheel is the execution, 

second (front) wheel is thought, the third (back) wheel emotion and the fourth (back) 

the physical reaction. For example, if we sense danger, thought tells execution to get 

out of there. This affects both back wheels, physical reaction signals for muscles to 
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tense up and the heart beats faster, emotions are upset. The reason for categorising 

this way is to make it clear that the individual has always got a choice of how to react to 

a situation, and that he can also choose how to react. We cannot control others or 

outside circumstances, but how we react will always influence how we feel and how 

the situation develops. 

Glasser “Quality School” is based on everyone having an internal idea of the “ideal 

world”, what we feel is desirable, what we want to see, hear, feel, taste, smell and see. 

We store images of what we find desirable within our “ideal world”. This includes what 

people we want around us, the things we want to have and the values we consider 

desirable. When sensing something in reality that does not conform to our “ideal 

world”, we avoid it. The closer our reality is to our “ideal world”, the happier we are. 

The greater the gap between the two, the unhappier we are.  

We collect the images we build in our “ideal world” from childhood, carrying them 

around with us like a personal photo album containing only happy memories and what 

is important to us. Glasser´s Control Theory states we strive to attain these images, that 

in our “ideal world” all our needs are met. 

As part of the restitution approach, each school puts a behaviour policy in place 

that has clear boundaries. An example would be: 

Our school has the policy of: 

• Ensuring safety. 

• Helping individuals learn from mistakes regarding behaviour and 

communication. 

• Helping individuals accepting responsibility and controlling their own behaviour 

better. 

• Supporting individuals in dealing with mistakes in a constructive manner. 

 

The school then sets out what is acceptable behaviour and what behaviour is 

unacceptable. Then a line is drawn between those kinds of behaviours, called the “clear 

boundaries”. 

Desirable and normal behaviour: The student shows up on time and prepared for 

school, ready to tackle the assignments of the day. The student is tidy, shows self-

respect and respect for others through attitude, words and actions.  
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Unacceptable behaviour: Interruption, turning up late, not being prepared, being 

untidy, use of foul language. 

Two ways to work with the student include putting together a plan for restitution 

or punishment.  

Punishment, depending on the severity of the infraction, could include sending the 

student to the Head Teacher or tutor, excluding the student from the group, contacting 

parents, having a meeting, putting an agreement in place or sending the student home. 

Crossing the “clear boundaries” would entail the following unacceptable 

behaviour: Deliberate damage, deliberate emotional harm, physical aggression, 

carrying a weapon or using drugs. The consequences would always include sending the 

student to the Head Teacher or tutor, contacting the parents to have them pick up the 

child and constructing a plan for restitution upon the student´s return to school.  
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Appendix D - SULP 

Wendy Rinaldi. http://www.wendyrinaldi.com/wr-questions.shtml  

Very limited information was available on the SULP system. The following 

information comes directly from the above website. 

Monster-type characters appear in LaCAL and SULP-IP (infant/primary school 

version). I say ‘monster-type’ because these monsters are actually very human! You will 

see that they live in houses, go to school, enjoy a range of sports and leisure activities, 

have emotions and facial expressions, experience the same kinds of problems as a lot 

of children – and some are remarkably adept at sorting them out! The idea of these 

characters is that children can relate to them and at the same time enjoy them. They 

are always used at the beginning of an activity sequence to introduce a skill or 

behaviour strategy and some of the characters have to learn to deal with fairly sensitive 

issues. A number of children you work with will recognize the problems that the 

monsters face and I think that using these characters enables children to look at their 

own problems more objectively. I am aware that some teachers and therapists feel 

unsure about how the monsters will work for children with autism but I’ve found that 

they love them as much as other children.  

Therapy occurred for 1 hour per week over 18 weeks where 6 to 11-year-old 

children were matched on cognitive ability, IQ and autistic symptoms before being 

randomly assigned to Lego© or SULP. Data for a no-intervention group was recruited 

from the Autism Research Centre database at a later date. Inclusion criteria specified 

that the children were able to speak in phrases, currently receiving no other 

behavioural interventions or social skills groups, were attending mainstream school 

education or an inclusion unit within a mainstream school and had no additional 

diagnosis of “childhood psychiatric disorders  (Owens et al, 2008).   

http://www.wendyrinaldi.com/wr-questions.shtml
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Appendix E – SOUL Measures 

The SOUL measures have come a fair way from being simply a tool to collect data and 

show progress. J was in charge of developing the implementation of SOUL measures 

within the school. Listening to his vision painted a picture of how to involve students, 

parents and staff in a discussion about how we work to help our young people become 

more successful in life. Using the SOUL measures to reflect on the current situation, 

setting targets that make sense in the big scheme of things and giving the young people 

control of themselves makes perfect sense to me. This can only be achieved if the staff 

choose to use the SOUL measures, not as a passive assessment tool, but a part of their 

teaching and as part of their daily approach.  

‘SOUL’ measures are a means of measuring pupil’s progress in non-academic areas, 

linked in with Highgate´s ‘SOUL’ curriculum.  They are split into four key areas: 

Self - Develops students’ skills, so they can make good, balanced choices. 

Others - Promotes co-operation with and the understanding of others. 

Universal - Develops the students’ skills so students can make a positive 

contribution as active and useful citizens. 

Learning - Encourages the desire to learn and broaden horizons and aspirations. 

Equips them with skills, knowledge and qualifications. 

Each area has four different targets, each of which has four level descriptors.  The 

targets should be marked using the level descriptors with level 4 being the highest.  

Pupils attainment should then be graded a –c using the following guidance. 

Student achieves this level: 

1. Often (Over 70% of the time) 

2. Sometimes (30%-70% of the time) 

3. Rarely (0-30% of the time) 

Progress should be reviewed by keyworkers regularly and the levels used to 

produce targets for individual students. 
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Table 4 Self - Develops students’ skills, so they can make good, balanced choices 

Level S1- Organisation and punctuality 

1 Is on time for school/vocational provision. 
2 Knows what lessons/activities they should be participating in. 

3 Makes sure that they are in lessons on time. 

4 Ensures that they do not need to leave during the lesson (e.g. for ‘comfort’ breaks). 

Level S2 - Self - control and responsibility 

1 Able to maintain control in calm situations. 

2 Able to calm down with support; when calm will  accept some responsibility for own actions. 

3 Can implement some anger management strategies, such as removing themselves from the 
situation to calm down. 

4 Is able to recognise when they are about to lose control and takes steps to stop this happening. 

Level S3 - Confidence and self-esteem. 

1 Is confident in own comfort zone. 

2 Comfortable in the presence of others. 

3 Accept praise for achievement and view.  

4 Able to accept and act upon constructive criticism. 

Level S4 - Behaviour outside the classroom. 

1 Follows base rules for break and lunch times. 

2 Takes responsibility for base equipment that is used during breaks. 

3 Interacts positively with peers and adults outside of lessons. 

4 Shows respect for the immediate community around the school. 

 

Table 5 Others - Promotes cooperation with and the understanding of others 

Level O1 - Interaction with other students. 

1 Listens to peers without interruption. 

2 Speaks to peers respectfully. 

3 Demonstrates good manners (using please and thank you). 

4 Is able to show empathy for other pupils and is considerate of their feelings and opinions. 

Level O2 - Interaction with staff. 

1 Responds to greetings appropriately. 

2 Follows routine instructions. 

3 Engages appropriately in social conversations with a variety of staff. 

4 Responds appropriately in challenging situations. 

Level O3 - Contribution to group activities. 

1 Be present at group activities within familiar group dynamics without disruption. 

2 Participate in group work with familiar peers. 

3 Give own opinions in a variety of situations. 

4 Refers to others’ opinions when making a point and encourage others to contribute opinions.  

Level O4 - Empathy and tolerance. 

1 Able to l isten to the views of others. 
2 Able to accept views which may not reflect their own. 

3 Understand that opinions and values different to their own are stil l  valid and is able to discuss 

these views rationally. 

4 May challenge intolerant views of others. 
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Table 6 Universal - Develops the students’ skills so students can make a positive 

contribution as active and useful citizens 

Level U1- Motivation. 

1 Able to participate in familiar activities in order to improve skil ls or learning. 

2 Can see value in trying new things and developing experience. 

3 Will ing to try new activities with encouragement and support. 

4 Self-motivated and actively engaged in activities. Keen to try new things. 

Level U2 - Cooperation. 

1 Knows classroom routines. 

2 Follows classroom routines when reminded. 

3 Understands and follows classroom routines without needing to be reminded of them. 

4 Models appropriate behaviour to others. 

Level U3- Respect for environment and resources. 
1 Handles the resources responsibly which they are given to use. 

2 Recognises that resources are shared and will  be used by others. 

3 Understands value and benefit to them of having working equipment and a pleasant 

environment. 

4 Helps tidy up, returns equipment to correct place. 

Level U4 - Community involvement. 
1 Is able to acknowledge others as part of an activity. 

2 Understands the importance of being involved in a community and wants to be involved in a 

positive way. 

3 Takes an active, positive role in activities. 

4 Leads activities and encourages others to take part in them. 

 

Table 7 Learning - Encourages the desire to learn and broaden horizons and 
aspirations. Equips them with skills, knowledge and qualifications 

Level L1- Ability to improve. 

1 Can identify tasks which have gone well. 

2 Can identify why a task could have gone better. 

3 Able to ask for advice on how to improve a task. 

4 Able to analyse own performance and identify points for improvement. 

Level L2 - Valuing learning and progress  
1 Knows that there is value in learning. 

2 Understands the link between effort, learning attitude and progress. 

3 Seeks to modify their own approach in order to improve their chances of success. 

4 Plays an active role in their own review meetings and target setting. 

Level L3- Resil ience. 

1 Able to identify work which could be improved. 

2 Able to admit to own errors. 

3 Able to l isten to advice and will  try to act on it. 

4 Will  self- analyse and correct. Listens to advice and takes it into consideration when planning 
future actions. 

Level L4 - Independence. 

1 Seeks clarification of each step before attempting work. 

2 Will  start work independently but then seeks adult reassurance. 

3 Has a good attempt at work and will  use other resources before asking for adult help. 

4 Is able to work without adult support and will  only ask adults to check work when completed. 
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Appendix F – Pictures of pupil´s builds 

Self-image 

 

 

Lego© robot 
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Lego© StoryStarter retelling Frankenstein 
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Exploring concepts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lego© sets 
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Lego©-Based Therapy 

 

Collaborative builds 
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Appendix G – Monopoly Deal game 

 

Pictures from: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shuffle-Monopoly-Deal-Card-

Game/dp/B00MCL0ZEQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1478997413&sr=8-

1&keywords=Monopoly+deal+card 

Players attempt to collect three different complete sets of cards representing the 

properties from the board game, either by playing them directly, stealing them from 

other players, or collecting them as rent for other properties they already own. The 

cards in the 110-card deck represent properties and wild cards, various denominations 

of Monopoly money used to pay rent, and special action cards which can either be 

played for their effects or banked as money instead. 

Text from: 

http://monopolydealrules.com/ 

My students adapted the game at times, which I saw as an opportunity for them to 

practice negotiation skills, having to agree which variations of the rules they were 

applying before they started playing each time. This also applied when situations arose 

where the rules were unclear in how a particular situation should be resolved.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shuffle-Monopoly-Deal-Card-Game/dp/B00MCL0ZEQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1478997413&sr=8-1&keywords=Monopoly+deal+card
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shuffle-Monopoly-Deal-Card-Game/dp/B00MCL0ZEQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1478997413&sr=8-1&keywords=Monopoly+deal+card
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shuffle-Monopoly-Deal-Card-Game/dp/B00MCL0ZEQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1478997413&sr=8-1&keywords=Monopoly+deal+card
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_card_(card_games)
http://monopolydealrules.com/
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Appendix H – APE awards system 

Students received APE (attendance, punctuality and effort) awards slips for extra good 

attendance, punctuality and effort. They would hand their slips in at the office and each 

week a lucky draw winner got £5. At the end of the term, one lucky draw winner would 

receive £50 and the student with the most slips for the term would receive £50. This 

system was reviewed and it was decided that two half termly lucky draw wins of £25 

worked better than a termly £50. 
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Appendix I – Description of classroom 

The classroom was in a quiet part of the building, just the right size for the group I 

taught. The classroom measured around 5 metres by 5 metres and in one corner there 

was a small space with a sink, table and chair. The wall to the outside had four large 

windows, facing the school play area. From that wall a white, curved ceiling arched 

towards the inside wall, which is twice as high. The lighting was provided by fluor tube 

lights, the room painted in a sandy yellow tone. The floor was covered with a blue-grey 

carpet, so noise pollution from scraping tables and chairs was minimal. The back wall 

had an interactive Smartboard. The corner nearest to the inside wall had a red and grey 

unit, the bottom had a locked cupboard and the top has three shelves filled with books 

I had chosen for my students. Next to the unit there were three tables, holding two 

student PC´s. There are two tables along the back wall, which I used for teaching 

supplies. Above those there were three shelves for the student work files and my 

teaching supplies. The wall adjoining the hall had a locked walk-in cupboard where I 

stored teaching supplies I didn´t want my students to access freely. The door to the 

hallway had a tall, narrow window. The doors were painted bright yellow. My TA´s desk 

was next to the sink, up against the windows. He chose the location himself. Next to his 

desk there was a small unit with tree drawers, which we shared. The students were 

allowed to get a drink from the sink any time they liked. I bought a water jug with a 

filter and keep a supply of sugar-free fruit squash for the students. Each student had a 

drinking bottle, labelled with their name. Three student desks took up the middle 

space. The room had six grey plastic chairs and one office chair that belonged to the TA. 

The walls were covered with displays, one for each subject, put together according to 

school and Ofsted expectations. They had pictures, posters and text as well as 

examples of student work. All of them had the same colour backing paper and similar 

borders. 
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Appendix J – Class Dojo points system 

Class Dojo is a free online teacher resource that can be used to award students points 

that reflect their behaviour. The points can be reset to zero at any point by the teacher, 

students added to the group or removed. The behaviours that earn points or lose them 

can be edited by the teacher or keyworker at any points to reflect what behaviour is 

being encouraged or discouraged at any time. 
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Appendix K – Informed consent forms 

Dear pupil 

My name is Laufey Eythorsdottir and I am a student at the University of Iceland. I wish 

to seek your help by taking part in a study during this academic year in connection with 

my M.Ed. thesis. 

I would like to explore if using Lego with you can make it easier for you to work in 

groups, as well as see how it makes you feel about learning. This would mean you 

would take part in Lego lessons two times each week for the rest of this school year. 

I would need to take some notes about how you get on during the Lego lessons and 

chat to you about how you feel about learning with Lego. I would also like to chat to 

you parents/carers and staff to see how you are getting on during the school year.  

You don´t have to take part and you are free to stop taking part at any stage. You do 

not have to answer the questions I ask you if you do not want to.  

Code names would be used for anyone taking part, the location and name of the school 

would also be changed for anonymity. 

If you need any other information regarding the proposed research, please feel free to 

contact me at school.  

My advisor at the University of Iceland is Professor Dora S. Bjarnason.  

For any information regarding rules for research and data protection can be obtained 

from ICO at https://ico.org.uk/ which is the UK’s independent authority set up 

to uphold information rights in the public interest, promoting openness by public 

bodies and data privacy for individuals. 

I have been informed of the reason for the above research and what taking part 

means.  

I hereby grant my informed consent. 

 

______________________________   _______________________ 

Name        Date 

Dear parent/carer 

 

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/
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My name is Laufey Eythorsdottir and I am a student at the University of Iceland. I wish 

to seek your kind permission to have an informal chat with you three or four times 

during this academic year in connection with my M.Ed. thesis. 

I would like to explore if using Lego with students can enhance their collaboration and 

communication skills, as well as considering the effect it may have on their self-image 

and self-confidence as learners. 

Having a chat with yourself would be helpful in understanding your chi ld´s background 

and any progress made during the academic year.  

There is no obligation for you to take part and you are free to opt out at any stage. 

There is no obligation to respond to the questions asked.  

Pseudonyms would be used for anyone taking part, the location and name of the 

school would also be altered for anonymity. 

If you need any other information regarding the proposed research, please feel free to 

talk to me or contact me at laufeyth@gmail.com.  

My advisor at the University of Iceland is Professor Dora S. Bjarnason.  

For any information regarding rules for research and data protection can be obtained 

from ICO at https://ico.org.uk/ which is the UK’s independent authority set up 

to uphold information rights in the public interest, promoting openness by public 

bodies and data privacy for individuals. 

I have been informed of the purpose of the above research and what my 

participation would entail. I hereby grant my informed consent. 

 

______________________________   _______________________ 

Name        Date 

  

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/
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Dear Head Teacher 

 

My name is Laufey Eythorsdottir and I am a student at the University of Iceland. I wish 

to seek your kind permission to conduct a qualitative study at your school in 

connection with my M.Ed. thesis. I would like to explore if using Lego with students can 

enhance their collaboration and communication skills, as well as considering the effect 

it may have on their self-image and self-confidence as learners. This would mean 

observing and recording notes about the student´s Lego sessions during this academic 

year, monitoring their social skills progress as well as talking to their parents/carers and 

some of the staff involved with them. Conducting an interview with yourself and some 

of the other managerial staff would also be helpful in understanding the school´s 

background.  

Of course, I would speak to any prospective participants first to see if they consent to 

taking part. There is no obligation to take part and any participant is free to opt out at 

any stage. There is no obligation to respond to the questions asked. Pseudonyms would 

be used for anyone taking part, the location and name of the school would also be 

altered for anonymity. 

If you need any other information regarding the proposed research, please feel free to 

contact me at laufeyth@gmail.com. My advisor at the University of Iceland is Professor 

Dora S. Bjarnason.  

For any information regarding rules for research and data protection can be obtained 

from ICO at https://ico.org.uk/ which is the UK’s independent authority set up 

to uphold information rights in the public interest, promoting openness by public 

bodies and data privacy for individuals. 

I have been informed of the purpose of the above research and what my 

participation would entail. I hereby grant my informed consent. 

 

______________________________   _______________________ 

Name       Date 

  

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/
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Dear Deputy Head Teacher 

 

My name is Laufey Eythorsdottir and I am a student at the University of Iceland. I wish 

to seek your kind permission to conduct an interview with you in connection with my 

M.Ed. thesis. 

I would like to explore if using Lego with students can enhance their collaboration and 

communication skills, as well as considering the effect it may have on their self-image 

and self-confidence as learners. 

Conducting an interview with yourself would be helpful in understanding the school´s 

background.  

There is no obligation for you to take part and you are free to opt out at any stage. 

There is no obligation to respond to the questions asked.  

Pseudonyms would be used for anyone taking part, the location and name of the 

school would also be altered for anonymity. 

If you need any other information regarding the proposed research, please feel free to 

contact me at laufeyth@gmail.com.  

My advisor at the University of Iceland is Professor Dora S. Bjarnason.  

For any information regarding rules for research and data protection can be obtained 

from ICO at https://ico.org.uk/ which is the UK’s independent authority set up 

to uphold information rights in the public interest, promoting openness by public 

bodies and data privacy for individuals. 

I have been informed of the purpose of the above research and what my 

participation would entail. I hereby grant my informed consent. 

 

______________________________   _______________________ 

Name        Date 

  

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/
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Dear member of staff 

 

My name is Laufey Eythorsdottir and I am a student at the University of Iceland. I wish 

to seek your kind permission to have some informal chats with you in connection with 

my M.Ed. thesis. 

I would like to explore if using Lego with students can enhance their collaboration and 

communication skills, as well as considering the effect it may have on their self-image 

and self-confidence as learners. 

Having a chat with yourself every few weeks during this academic year would be 

helpful in understanding the student´s progress.  

There is no obligation for you to take part and you are free to opt out at any stage. 

There is no obligation to respond to the questions asked.  

Pseudonyms would be used for anyone taking part, the location and name of the 

school would also be altered for anonymity. 

If you need any other information regarding the proposed research, please feel free to 

contact me at laufeyth@gmail.com.  

My advisor at the University of Iceland is Professor Dora S. Bjarnason.  

For any information regarding rules for research and data protection can be obtained 

from ICO at https://ico.org.uk/ which is the UK’s independent authority set up 

to uphold information rights in the public interest, promoting openness by public 

bodies and data privacy for individuals. 

I have been informed of the purpose of the above research and what my 

participation would entail. I hereby grant my informed consent. 

 

 

______________________________   _______________________ 

Name        Date 

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/
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Appendix L – Interview questions for staff 

Questions from the interview with Head Teacher, Deputy Head and Transition Officer. 

What is your name and what is your role at Xxx School? 

Is there more than one school within Xxx? 

What is Xxx School for? 

What kind of students do you have here? 

Could you define the term “complex needs” for me? 

What does looked after mean? 

In the student population, is there a great number of them that have a combination of 

ADHD and ASD? 

What would you say are the keys to a successful turnaround? 

What would you say are the key difficulties that you tend to hit in those transitions? 

How do you think that the students and families feel about the student being here? 

Could you define the term “nurture” for me? 

What format do you think that this school is working on regarding specific behaviour 

management strategies? 

What key persons within Xxx School do you think that it would be useful for me to talk 

to? 

What of the mainstream schools, which ones would you say it would be useful to talk 

to? 

Whilst chatting after the interview, the Deputy Head mentioned that one of the things 

Xxx School is very proud of is how well their staff model positive behaviour to the 

students, something Ofsted have commented on. We then discussed the difference in 

that students on the Autistic spectrum will rarely pick up such modelled behaviour and 

that social skills have to be taught to them directly. The Deputy Head wondered if that 

applied to the students there in general and if a more direct teaching approach to 

social skills would be more beneficial to the students. 


